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From: Ireneusz Kryczka <info@email.actionnetwork.org>

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 5:16 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 - Comment on weatherization rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Railroad Commission of Texas , 

I am writing to comment on the proposed rule for 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 (new rule and 

amendment per SB 3 and HB 3648).  

This February, Winter Storm Uri caused massive power outages across Texas that led to 

hundreds of deaths and estimated damages of up to $295 billion - making it the costliest 

natural disaster in Texas history. A preliminary assessment by the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission and the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) found that natural 

gas fuel supply issues were the second largest cause of outages and derates at electric 

generators, other than electric generator freezing issues. 

After the 2011 winter power outages, FERC and NERC released a similar report 

recommending winterization strategies for the natural gas supply chain. The RRC did not issue 

any rulemakings to weatherize the natural gas supply chain. Please don’t make the same 

mistakes again. 

The proposed critical infrastructure rulemaking leaves Texans vulnerable to more widespread 

power outages, deaths, and billions in damages. First, the rule draft would allow any operator 

to apply for an exception to “critical infrastructure” designation. The rule does not specify any 

criteria that would allow the railroad to reject an application for an exception. This is extremely 

important, because facilities that are not designated as critical infrastructure will not be 

required to comply with future weatherization rules. 

Next, the rule seems to apply only to natural gas facilities that are connected to the grid. Many 

natural gas wells are not connected to power from the grid, but are still necessary fuel sources 
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for the gas supply chain. Facilities that are not connected to the grid, but are supplying electric 

generators should still be considered critical so that they will be subject to future 

weatherization requirements. 

The proposed rule is also problematic because it allows any natural gas facility to be 

designated as critical, even if it doesn’t supply gas to an electric generator. This could result in 

more Texas residents being left without power when demand exceeds supply because utilities 

will prioritize critical infrastructure. Many utilities were already unable to rotate power outages 

during Winter Storm Uri. The Commission needs to map the natural gas supply chain to 

determine which facilities are actually critical and therefor need to be prioritized. As it stands, 

this rule could result in limited electricity supply being provided to non-critical industry 

improperly designated as critical. 

Finally, Senate Bill 3 presented challenges for the RRC because it requires facilities to be 

prepared to operate in a weather emergency in order to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. However, facilities that aren’t designated as critical will never be required to 

follow the RRC’s weatherization rule. The RRC’s impractical interpretation of SB 3 leaves 

Texans vulnerable. Please consider a phased approach to ensure that all gas facilities that 

supply fuel to electric generators are required to be considered as critical infrastructure and 

are held accountable to future weatherization rules. 

Don’t make critical infrastructure designation and weatherization rules optional. Texans are 

counting on the RRC to ensure grid reliability by finalizing meaningful gas supply chain 

weatherization rules. 

Ireneusz Kryczka  

hurricane108@gmail.com  

19 Merrivale Road  

Crewe, England Cw2 6qj 
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From: Janet Delaney 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 5:49 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 - Comment on weatherization rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Railroad Commission of Texas , 

I am writing to comment on the proposed rule for 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 (new rule and 

amendment per SB 3 and HB 3648).  

This February, Winter Storm Uri caused massive power outages across Texas that led to 

hundreds of deaths and estimated damages of up to $295 billion - making it the costliest 

natural disaster in Texas history. A preliminary assessment by the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission and the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) found that natural 

gas fuel supply issues were the second largest cause of outages and derates at electric 

generators, other than electric generator freezing issues. 

After the 2011 winter power outages, FERC and NERC released a similar report 

recommending winterization strategies for the natural gas supply chain. The RRC did not issue 

any rulemakings to weatherize the natural gas supply chain. Please don’t make the same 

mistakes again. 

The proposed critical infrastructure rulemaking leaves Texans vulnerable to more widespread 

power outages, deaths, and billions in damages. First, the rule draft would allow any operator 

to apply for an exception to “critical infrastructure” designation. The rule does not specify any 

criteria that would allow the railroad to reject an application for an exception. This is extremely 

important, because facilities that are not designated as critical infrastructure will not be 

required to comply with future weatherization rules. 

Next, the rule seems to apply only to natural gas facilities that are connected to the grid. Many 

natural gas wells are not connected to power from the grid, but are still necessary fuel sources 
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for the gas supply chain. Facilities that are not connected to the grid, but are supplying electric 

generators should still be considered critical so that they will be subject to future 

weatherization requirements. 

The proposed rule is also problematic because it allows any natural gas facility to be 

designated as critical, even if it doesn’t supply gas to an electric generator. This could result in 

more Texas residents being left without power when demand exceeds supply because utilities 

will prioritize critical infrastructure. Many utilities were already unable to rotate power outages 

during Winter Storm Uri. The Commission needs to map the natural gas supply chain to 

determine which facilities are actually critical and therefor need to be prioritized. As it stands, 

this rule could result in limited electricity supply being provided to non-critical industry 

improperly designated as critical. 

Finally, Senate Bill 3 presented challenges for the RRC because it requires facilities to be 

prepared to operate in a weather emergency in order to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. However, facilities that aren’t designated as critical will never be required to 

follow the RRC’s weatherization rule. The RRC’s impractical interpretation of SB 3 leaves 

Texans vulnerable. Please consider a phased approach to ensure that all gas facilities that 

supply fuel to electric generators are required to be considered as critical infrastructure and 

are held accountable to future weatherization rules. 

Don’t make critical infrastructure designation and weatherization rules optional. Texans are 

counting on the RRC to ensure grid reliability by finalizing meaningful gas supply chain 

weatherization rules. 

Janet Delaney  

jld215@sbcglobal.net  

5406 Western Hills Drive  

Austin, Texas 78731 
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From: Roy Pruden 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 6:14 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 - Comment on weatherization rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Railroad Commission of Texas , 

I am writing to comment on the proposed rule for 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 (new rule and 

amendment per SB 3 and HB 3648).  

This February, Winter Storm Uri caused massive power outages across Texas that led to 

hundreds of deaths and estimated damages of up to $295 billion - making it the costliest 

natural disaster in Texas history. A preliminary assessment by the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission and the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) found that natural 

gas fuel supply issues were the second largest cause of outages and derates at electric 

generators, other than electric generator freezing issues. 

After the 2011 winter power outages, FERC and NERC released a similar report 

recommending winterization strategies for the natural gas supply chain. The RRC did not issue 

any rulemakings to weatherize the natural gas supply chain. Please don’t make the same 

mistakes again. 

The proposed critical infrastructure rulemaking leaves Texans vulnerable to more widespread 

power outages, deaths, and billions in damages. First, the rule draft would allow any operator 

to apply for an exception to “critical infrastructure” designation. The rule does not specify any 

criteria that would allow the railroad to reject an application for an exception. This is extremely 

important, because facilities that are not designated as critical infrastructure will not be 

required to comply with future weatherization rules. 

Next, the rule seems to apply only to natural gas facilities that are connected to the grid. Many 

natural gas wells are not connected to power from the grid, but are still necessary fuel sources 
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for the gas supply chain. Facilities that are not connected to the grid, but are supplying electric 

generators should still be considered critical so that they will be subject to future 

weatherization requirements. 

The proposed rule is also problematic because it allows any natural gas facility to be 

designated as critical, even if it doesn’t supply gas to an electric generator. This could result in 

more Texas residents being left without power when demand exceeds supply because utilities 

will prioritize critical infrastructure. Many utilities were already unable to rotate power outages 

during Winter Storm Uri. The Commission needs to map the natural gas supply chain to 

determine which facilities are actually critical and therefor need to be prioritized. As it stands, 

this rule could result in limited electricity supply being provided to non-critical industry 

improperly designated as critical. 

Finally, Senate Bill 3 presented challenges for the RRC because it requires facilities to be 

prepared to operate in a weather emergency in order to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. However, facilities that aren’t designated as critical will never be required to 

follow the RRC’s weatherization rule. The RRC’s impractical interpretation of SB 3 leaves 

Texans vulnerable. Please consider a phased approach to ensure that all gas facilities that 

supply fuel to electric generators are required to be considered as critical infrastructure and 

are held accountable to future weatherization rules. 

Don’t make critical infrastructure designation and weatherization rules optional. Texans are 

counting on the RRC to ensure grid reliability by finalizing meaningful gas supply chain 

weatherization rules. 

Roy Pruden  

roypruden@sbcglobal.net  

3526 Bellefontaine  

Houston, Texas 77025-1310 
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From: Holly Paquette <info@email.actionnetwork.org>

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 6:40 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 - Comment on weatherization rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Railroad Commission of Texas , 

I am writing to comment on the proposed rule for 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 (new rule and 

amendment per SB 3 and HB 3648).  

This February, Winter Storm Uri caused massive power outages across Texas that led to 

hundreds of deaths and estimated damages of up to $295 billion - making it the costliest 

natural disaster in Texas history. A preliminary assessment by the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission and the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) found that natural 

gas fuel supply issues were the second largest cause of outages and derates at electric 

generators, other than electric generator freezing issues. 

After the 2011 winter power outages, FERC and NERC released a similar report 

recommending winterization strategies for the natural gas supply chain. The RRC did not issue 

any rulemakings to weatherize the natural gas supply chain. Please don’t make the same 

mistakes again. 

The proposed critical infrastructure rulemaking leaves Texans vulnerable to more widespread 

power outages, deaths, and billions in damages. First, the rule draft would allow any operator 

to apply for an exception to “critical infrastructure” designation. The rule does not specify any 

criteria that would allow the railroad to reject an application for an exception. This is extremely 

important, because facilities that are not designated as critical infrastructure will not be 

required to comply with future weatherization rules. 

Next, the rule seems to apply only to natural gas facilities that are connected to the grid. Many 

natural gas wells are not connected to power from the grid, but are still necessary fuel sources 
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for the gas supply chain. Facilities that are not connected to the grid, but are supplying electric 

generators should still be considered critical so that they will be subject to future 

weatherization requirements. 

The proposed rule is also problematic because it allows any natural gas facility to be 

designated as critical, even if it doesn’t supply gas to an electric generator. This could result in 

more Texas residents being left without power when demand exceeds supply because utilities 

will prioritize critical infrastructure. Many utilities were already unable to rotate power outages 

during Winter Storm Uri. The Commission needs to map the natural gas supply chain to 

determine which facilities are actually critical and therefor need to be prioritized. As it stands, 

this rule could result in limited electricity supply being provided to non-critical industry 

improperly designated as critical. 

Finally, Senate Bill 3 presented challenges for the RRC because it requires facilities to be 

prepared to operate in a weather emergency in order to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. However, facilities that aren’t designated as critical will never be required to 

follow the RRC’s weatherization rule. The RRC’s impractical interpretation of SB 3 leaves 

Texans vulnerable. Please consider a phased approach to ensure that all gas facilities that 

supply fuel to electric generators are required to be considered as critical infrastructure and 

are held accountable to future weatherization rules. 

Don’t make critical infrastructure designation and weatherization rules optional. Texans are 

counting on the RRC to ensure grid reliability by finalizing meaningful gas supply chain 

weatherization rules. 

Holly Paquette  

hspaquette@gmail.com 

Houston , Texas 77077 
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From: Suzanne Kairo <info@email.actionnetwork.org>

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 6:44 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 - Comment on weatherization rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Railroad Commission of Texas , 

I am writing to comment on the proposed rule for 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 (new rule and 

amendment per SB 3 and HB 3648).  

This February, Winter Storm Uri caused massive power outages across Texas that led to 

hundreds of deaths and estimated damages of up to $295 billion - making it the costliest 

natural disaster in Texas history. A preliminary assessment by the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission and the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) found that natural 

gas fuel supply issues were the second largest cause of outages and derates at electric 

generators, other than electric generator freezing issues. 

After the 2011 winter power outages, FERC and NERC released a similar report 

recommending winterization strategies for the natural gas supply chain. The RRC did not issue 

any rulemakings to weatherize the natural gas supply chain. Please don’t make the same 

mistakes again. 

The proposed critical infrastructure rulemaking leaves Texans vulnerable to more widespread 

power outages, deaths, and billions in damages. First, the rule draft would allow any operator 

to apply for an exception to “critical infrastructure” designation. The rule does not specify any 

criteria that would allow the railroad to reject an application for an exception. This is extremely 

important, because facilities that are not designated as critical infrastructure will not be 

required to comply with future weatherization rules. 

Next, the rule seems to apply only to natural gas facilities that are connected to the grid. Many 

natural gas wells are not connected to power from the grid, but are still necessary fuel sources 
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for the gas supply chain. Facilities that are not connected to the grid, but are supplying electric 

generators should still be considered critical so that they will be subject to future 

weatherization requirements. 

The proposed rule is also problematic because it allows any natural gas facility to be 

designated as critical, even if it doesn’t supply gas to an electric generator. This could result in 

more Texas residents being left without power when demand exceeds supply because utilities 

will prioritize critical infrastructure. Many utilities were already unable to rotate power outages 

during Winter Storm Uri. The Commission needs to map the natural gas supply chain to 

determine which facilities are actually critical and therefor need to be prioritized. As it stands, 

this rule could result in limited electricity supply being provided to non-critical industry 

improperly designated as critical. 

Finally, Senate Bill 3 presented challenges for the RRC because it requires facilities to be 

prepared to operate in a weather emergency in order to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. However, facilities that aren’t designated as critical will never be required to 

follow the RRC’s weatherization rule. The RRC’s impractical interpretation of SB 3 leaves 

Texans vulnerable. Please consider a phased approach to ensure that all gas facilities that 

supply fuel to electric generators are required to be considered as critical infrastructure and 

are held accountable to future weatherization rules. 

Don’t make critical infrastructure designation and weatherization rules optional. Texans are 

counting on the RRC to ensure grid reliability by finalizing meaningful gas supply chain 

weatherization rules. 

Suzanne Kairo  

skairo@me.com  

627 Bayland Ave  

Houston, Texas 77009 
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From: Rick Provencio <info@email.actionnetwork.org>

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 6:54 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 - Comment on weatherization rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Railroad Commission of Texas , 

I am writing to comment on the proposed rule for 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 (new rule and 

amendment per SB 3 and HB 3648).  

This February, Winter Storm Uri caused massive power outages across Texas that led to 

hundreds of deaths and estimated damages of up to $295 billion - making it the costliest 

natural disaster in Texas history. A preliminary assessment by the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission and the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) found that natural 

gas fuel supply issues were the second largest cause of outages and derates at electric 

generators, other than electric generator freezing issues. 

After the 2011 winter power outages, FERC and NERC released a similar report 

recommending winterization strategies for the natural gas supply chain. The RRC did not issue 

any rulemakings to weatherize the natural gas supply chain. Please don’t make the same 

mistakes again. 

The proposed critical infrastructure rulemaking leaves Texans vulnerable to more widespread 

power outages, deaths, and billions in damages. First, the rule draft would allow any operator 

to apply for an exception to “critical infrastructure” designation. The rule does not specify any 

criteria that would allow the railroad to reject an application for an exception. This is extremely 

important, because facilities that are not designated as critical infrastructure will not be 

required to comply with future weatherization rules. 

Next, the rule seems to apply only to natural gas facilities that are connected to the grid. Many 

natural gas wells are not connected to power from the grid, but are still necessary fuel sources 
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for the gas supply chain. Facilities that are not connected to the grid, but are supplying electric 

generators should still be considered critical so that they will be subject to future 

weatherization requirements. 

The proposed rule is also problematic because it allows any natural gas facility to be 

designated as critical, even if it doesn’t supply gas to an electric generator. This could result in 

more Texas residents being left without power when demand exceeds supply because utilities 

will prioritize critical infrastructure. Many utilities were already unable to rotate power outages 

during Winter Storm Uri. The Commission needs to map the natural gas supply chain to 

determine which facilities are actually critical and therefor need to be prioritized. As it stands, 

this rule could result in limited electricity supply being provided to non-critical industry 

improperly designated as critical. 

Finally, Senate Bill 3 presented challenges for the RRC because it requires facilities to be 

prepared to operate in a weather emergency in order to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. However, facilities that aren’t designated as critical will never be required to 

follow the RRC’s weatherization rule. The RRC’s impractical interpretation of SB 3 leaves 

Texans vulnerable. Please consider a phased approach to ensure that all gas facilities that 

supply fuel to electric generators are required to be considered as critical infrastructure and 

are held accountable to future weatherization rules. 

Don’t make critical infrastructure designation and weatherization rules optional. Texans are 

counting on the RRC to ensure grid reliability by finalizing meaningful gas supply chain 

weatherization rules. 

Rick Provencio  

rickproquo@gmail.com  

6213 Cadiz St  

El Paso, Texas 79912 
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From: Roel Cantu <info@email.actionnetwork.org>

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 6:57 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 - Comment on weatherization rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Railroad Commission of Texas , 

I am writing to comment on the proposed rule for 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 (new rule and 

amendment per SB 3 and HB 3648).  

This February, Winter Storm Uri caused massive power outages across Texas that led to 

hundreds of deaths and estimated damages of up to $295 billion - making it the costliest 

natural disaster in Texas history. A preliminary assessment by the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission and the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) found that natural 

gas fuel supply issues were the second largest cause of outages and derates at electric 

generators, other than electric generator freezing issues. 

After the 2011 winter power outages, FERC and NERC released a similar report 

recommending winterization strategies for the natural gas supply chain. The RRC did not issue 

any rulemakings to weatherize the natural gas supply chain. Please don’t make the same 

mistakes again. 

The proposed critical infrastructure rulemaking leaves Texans vulnerable to more widespread 

power outages, deaths, and billions in damages. First, the rule draft would allow any operator 

to apply for an exception to “critical infrastructure” designation. The rule does not specify any 

criteria that would allow the railroad to reject an application for an exception. This is extremely 

important, because facilities that are not designated as critical infrastructure will not be 

required to comply with future weatherization rules. 

Next, the rule seems to apply only to natural gas facilities that are connected to the grid. Many 

natural gas wells are not connected to power from the grid, but are still necessary fuel sources 
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for the gas supply chain. Facilities that are not connected to the grid, but are supplying electric 

generators should still be considered critical so that they will be subject to future 

weatherization requirements. 

The proposed rule is also problematic because it allows any natural gas facility to be 

designated as critical, even if it doesn’t supply gas to an electric generator. This could result in 

more Texas residents being left without power when demand exceeds supply because utilities 

will prioritize critical infrastructure. Many utilities were already unable to rotate power outages 

during Winter Storm Uri. The Commission needs to map the natural gas supply chain to 

determine which facilities are actually critical and therefor need to be prioritized. As it stands, 

this rule could result in limited electricity supply being provided to non-critical industry 

improperly designated as critical. 

Finally, Senate Bill 3 presented challenges for the RRC because it requires facilities to be 

prepared to operate in a weather emergency in order to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. However, facilities that aren’t designated as critical will never be required to 

follow the RRC’s weatherization rule. The RRC’s impractical interpretation of SB 3 leaves 

Texans vulnerable. Please consider a phased approach to ensure that all gas facilities that 

supply fuel to electric generators are required to be considered as critical infrastructure and 

are held accountable to future weatherization rules. 

Don’t make critical infrastructure designation and weatherization rules optional. Texans are 

counting on the RRC to ensure grid reliability by finalizing meaningful gas supply chain 

weatherization rules. 

Roel Cantu  

roelcan2@gmail.com  

1010 Hollyfield St  

Mission, Texas 78572 
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From: kiran Hahn <info@email.actionnetwork.org>

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 7:31 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 - Comment on weatherization rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Railroad Commission of Texas , 

I am writing to comment on the proposed rule for 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 (new rule and 

amendment per SB 3 and HB 3648).  

This February, Winter Storm Uri caused massive power outages across Texas that led to 

hundreds of deaths and estimated damages of up to $295 billion - making it the costliest 

natural disaster in Texas history. A preliminary assessment by the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission and the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) found that natural 

gas fuel supply issues were the second largest cause of outages and derates at electric 

generators, other than electric generator freezing issues. 

After the 2011 winter power outages, FERC and NERC released a similar report 

recommending winterization strategies for the natural gas supply chain. The RRC did not issue 

any rulemakings to weatherize the natural gas supply chain. Please don’t make the same 

mistakes again. 

The proposed critical infrastructure rulemaking leaves Texans vulnerable to more widespread 

power outages, deaths, and billions in damages. First, the rule draft would allow any operator 

to apply for an exception to “critical infrastructure” designation. The rule does not specify any 

criteria that would allow the railroad to reject an application for an exception. This is extremely 

important, because facilities that are not designated as critical infrastructure will not be 

required to comply with future weatherization rules. 

Next, the rule seems to apply only to natural gas facilities that are connected to the grid. Many 

natural gas wells are not connected to power from the grid, but are still necessary fuel sources 
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for the gas supply chain. Facilities that are not connected to the grid, but are supplying electric 

generators should still be considered critical so that they will be subject to future 

weatherization requirements. 

The proposed rule is also problematic because it allows any natural gas facility to be 

designated as critical, even if it doesn’t supply gas to an electric generator. This could result in 

more Texas residents being left without power when demand exceeds supply because utilities 

will prioritize critical infrastructure. Many utilities were already unable to rotate power outages 

during Winter Storm Uri. The Commission needs to map the natural gas supply chain to 

determine which facilities are actually critical and therefor need to be prioritized. As it stands, 

this rule could result in limited electricity supply being provided to non-critical industry 

improperly designated as critical. 

Finally, Senate Bill 3 presented challenges for the RRC because it requires facilities to be 

prepared to operate in a weather emergency in order to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. However, facilities that aren’t designated as critical will never be required to 

follow the RRC’s weatherization rule. The RRC’s impractical interpretation of SB 3 leaves 

Texans vulnerable. Please consider a phased approach to ensure that all gas facilities that 

supply fuel to electric generators are required to be considered as critical infrastructure and 

are held accountable to future weatherization rules. 

Don’t make critical infrastructure designation and weatherization rules optional. Texans are 

counting on the RRC to ensure grid reliability by finalizing meaningful gas supply chain 

weatherization rules. 

kiran Hahn  

kpandeya@yahoo.com 

Austin, Texas 78731 
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From: Veronica Barrio <info@email.actionnetwork.org>

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 7:43 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 - Comment on weatherization rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Railroad Commission of Texas , 

I am writing to comment on the proposed rule for 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 (new rule and 

amendment per SB 3 and HB 3648).  

This February, Winter Storm Uri caused massive power outages across Texas that led to 

hundreds of deaths and estimated damages of up to $295 billion - making it the costliest 

natural disaster in Texas history. A preliminary assessment by the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission and the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) found that natural 

gas fuel supply issues were the second largest cause of outages and derates at electric 

generators, other than electric generator freezing issues. 

After the 2011 winter power outages, FERC and NERC released a similar report 

recommending winterization strategies for the natural gas supply chain. The RRC did not issue 

any rulemakings to weatherize the natural gas supply chain. Please don’t make the same 

mistakes again. 

The proposed critical infrastructure rulemaking leaves Texans vulnerable to more widespread 

power outages, deaths, and billions in damages. First, the rule draft would allow any operator 

to apply for an exception to “critical infrastructure” designation. The rule does not specify any 

criteria that would allow the railroad to reject an application for an exception. This is extremely 

important, because facilities that are not designated as critical infrastructure will not be 

required to comply with future weatherization rules. 

Next, the rule seems to apply only to natural gas facilities that are connected to the grid. Many 

natural gas wells are not connected to power from the grid, but are still necessary fuel sources 
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for the gas supply chain. Facilities that are not connected to the grid, but are supplying electric 

generators should still be considered critical so that they will be subject to future 

weatherization requirements. 

The proposed rule is also problematic because it allows any natural gas facility to be 

designated as critical, even if it doesn’t supply gas to an electric generator. This could result in 

more Texas residents being left without power when demand exceeds supply because utilities 

will prioritize critical infrastructure. Many utilities were already unable to rotate power outages 

during Winter Storm Uri. The Commission needs to map the natural gas supply chain to 

determine which facilities are actually critical and therefor need to be prioritized. As it stands, 

this rule could result in limited electricity supply being provided to non-critical industry 

improperly designated as critical. 

Finally, Senate Bill 3 presented challenges for the RRC because it requires facilities to be 

prepared to operate in a weather emergency in order to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. However, facilities that aren’t designated as critical will never be required to 

follow the RRC’s weatherization rule. The RRC’s impractical interpretation of SB 3 leaves 

Texans vulnerable. Please consider a phased approach to ensure that all gas facilities that 

supply fuel to electric generators are required to be considered as critical infrastructure and 

are held accountable to future weatherization rules. 

Don’t make critical infrastructure designation and weatherization rules optional. Texans are 

counting on the RRC to ensure grid reliability by finalizing meaningful gas supply chain 

weatherization rules. 

Veronica Barrio  

vbarrio@yahoo.com  

4707 Hickory Hollow  

Austin, Texas 78731 
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Subject: 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 - Comment on weatherization rule
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malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 
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Railroad Commission of Texas , 

I am writing to comment on the proposed rule for 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 (new rule and 

amendment per SB 3 and HB 3648).  

This February, Winter Storm Uri caused massive power outages across Texas that led to 

hundreds of deaths and estimated damages of up to $295 billion - making it the costliest 

natural disaster in Texas history. A preliminary assessment by the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission and the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) found that natural 

gas fuel supply issues were the second largest cause of outages and derates at electric 

generators, other than electric generator freezing issues. 

After the 2011 winter power outages, FERC and NERC released a similar report 

recommending winterization strategies for the natural gas supply chain. The RRC did not issue 

any rulemakings to weatherize the natural gas supply chain. Please don’t make the same 

mistakes again. 

The proposed critical infrastructure rulemaking leaves Texans vulnerable to more widespread 

power outages, deaths, and billions in damages. First, the rule draft would allow any operator 

to apply for an exception to “critical infrastructure” designation. The rule does not specify any 

criteria that would allow the railroad to reject an application for an exception. This is extremely 

important, because facilities that are not designated as critical infrastructure will not be 

required to comply with future weatherization rules. 

Next, the rule seems to apply only to natural gas facilities that are connected to the grid. Many 

natural gas wells are not connected to power from the grid, but are still necessary fuel sources 
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for the gas supply chain. Facilities that are not connected to the grid, but are supplying electric 

generators should still be considered critical so that they will be subject to future 

weatherization requirements. 

The proposed rule is also problematic because it allows any natural gas facility to be 

designated as critical, even if it doesn’t supply gas to an electric generator. This could result in 

more Texas residents being left without power when demand exceeds supply because utilities 

will prioritize critical infrastructure. Many utilities were already unable to rotate power outages 

during Winter Storm Uri. The Commission needs to map the natural gas supply chain to 

determine which facilities are actually critical and therefor need to be prioritized. As it stands, 

this rule could result in limited electricity supply being provided to non-critical industry 

improperly designated as critical. 

Finally, Senate Bill 3 presented challenges for the RRC because it requires facilities to be 

prepared to operate in a weather emergency in order to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. However, facilities that aren’t designated as critical will never be required to 

follow the RRC’s weatherization rule. The RRC’s impractical interpretation of SB 3 leaves 

Texans vulnerable. Please consider a phased approach to ensure that all gas facilities that 

supply fuel to electric generators are required to be considered as critical infrastructure and 

are held accountable to future weatherization rules. 

Don’t make critical infrastructure designation and weatherization rules optional. Texans are 

counting on the RRC to ensure grid reliability by finalizing meaningful gas supply chain 

weatherization rules. 

Roger Knudson  

rogerknudson@gmail.com  

8749 Southwestern Blvd  

Dallas, Texas 75206 
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From: Dawn Lawrence <info@email.actionnetwork.org>
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Subject: 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 - Comment on weatherization rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 
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Railroad Commission of Texas , 

I am writing to comment on the proposed rule for 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 (new rule and 

amendment per SB 3 and HB 3648).  

This February, Winter Storm Uri caused massive power outages across Texas that led to 

hundreds of deaths and estimated damages of up to $295 billion - making it the costliest 

natural disaster in Texas history. A preliminary assessment by the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission and the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) found that natural 

gas fuel supply issues were the second largest cause of outages and derates at electric 

generators, other than electric generator freezing issues. 

After the 2011 winter power outages, FERC and NERC released a similar report 

recommending winterization strategies for the natural gas supply chain. The RRC did not issue 

any rulemakings to weatherize the natural gas supply chain. Please don’t make the same 

mistakes again. 

The proposed critical infrastructure rulemaking leaves Texans vulnerable to more widespread 

power outages, deaths, and billions in damages. First, the rule draft would allow any operator 

to apply for an exception to “critical infrastructure” designation. The rule does not specify any 

criteria that would allow the railroad to reject an application for an exception. This is extremely 

important, because facilities that are not designated as critical infrastructure will not be 

required to comply with future weatherization rules. 

Next, the rule seems to apply only to natural gas facilities that are connected to the grid. Many 

natural gas wells are not connected to power from the grid, but are still necessary fuel sources 
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for the gas supply chain. Facilities that are not connected to the grid, but are supplying electric 

generators should still be considered critical so that they will be subject to future 

weatherization requirements. 

The proposed rule is also problematic because it allows any natural gas facility to be 

designated as critical, even if it doesn’t supply gas to an electric generator. This could result in 

more Texas residents being left without power when demand exceeds supply because utilities 

will prioritize critical infrastructure. Many utilities were already unable to rotate power outages 

during Winter Storm Uri. The Commission needs to map the natural gas supply chain to 

determine which facilities are actually critical and therefor need to be prioritized. As it stands, 

this rule could result in limited electricity supply being provided to non-critical industry 

improperly designated as critical. 

Finally, Senate Bill 3 presented challenges for the RRC because it requires facilities to be 

prepared to operate in a weather emergency in order to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. However, facilities that aren’t designated as critical will never be required to 

follow the RRC’s weatherization rule. The RRC’s impractical interpretation of SB 3 leaves 

Texans vulnerable. Please consider a phased approach to ensure that all gas facilities that 

supply fuel to electric generators are required to be considered as critical infrastructure and 

are held accountable to future weatherization rules. 

Don’t make critical infrastructure designation and weatherization rules optional. Texans are 

counting on the RRC to ensure grid reliability by finalizing meaningful gas supply chain 

weatherization rules. 

Dawn Lawrence  

drlawr69@yahoo.com  

7801 Haggans Lane  

Austin, Texas 78739 
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From: Uneeda Laitinen <info@email.actionnetwork.org>
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To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 - Comment on weatherization rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 
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Railroad Commission of Texas , 

I am writing to comment on the proposed rule for 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 (new rule and 

amendment per SB 3 and HB 3648).  

This February, Winter Storm Uri caused massive power outages across Texas that led to 

hundreds of deaths and estimated damages of up to $295 billion - making it the costliest 

natural disaster in Texas history. A preliminary assessment by the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission and the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) found that natural 

gas fuel supply issues were the second largest cause of outages and derates at electric 

generators, other than electric generator freezing issues. 

After the 2011 winter power outages, FERC and NERC released a similar report 

recommending winterization strategies for the natural gas supply chain. The RRC did not issue 

any rulemakings to weatherize the natural gas supply chain. Please don’t make the same 

mistakes again. 

The proposed critical infrastructure rulemaking leaves Texans vulnerable to more widespread 

power outages, deaths, and billions in damages. First, the rule draft would allow any operator 

to apply for an exception to “critical infrastructure” designation. The rule does not specify any 

criteria that would allow the railroad to reject an application for an exception. This is extremely 

important, because facilities that are not designated as critical infrastructure will not be 

required to comply with future weatherization rules. 

Next, the rule seems to apply only to natural gas facilities that are connected to the grid. Many 

natural gas wells are not connected to power from the grid, but are still necessary fuel sources 
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for the gas supply chain. Facilities that are not connected to the grid, but are supplying electric 

generators should still be considered critical so that they will be subject to future 

weatherization requirements. 

The proposed rule is also problematic because it allows any natural gas facility to be 

designated as critical, even if it doesn’t supply gas to an electric generator. This could result in 

more Texas residents being left without power when demand exceeds supply because utilities 

will prioritize critical infrastructure. Many utilities were already unable to rotate power outages 

during Winter Storm Uri. The Commission needs to map the natural gas supply chain to 

determine which facilities are actually critical and therefor need to be prioritized. As it stands, 

this rule could result in limited electricity supply being provided to non-critical industry 

improperly designated as critical. 

Finally, Senate Bill 3 presented challenges for the RRC because it requires facilities to be 

prepared to operate in a weather emergency in order to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. However, facilities that aren’t designated as critical will never be required to 

follow the RRC’s weatherization rule. The RRC’s impractical interpretation of SB 3 leaves 

Texans vulnerable. Please consider a phased approach to ensure that all gas facilities that 

supply fuel to electric generators are required to be considered as critical infrastructure and 

are held accountable to future weatherization rules. 

Don’t make critical infrastructure designation and weatherization rules optional. Texans are 

counting on the RRC to ensure grid reliability by finalizing meaningful gas supply chain 

weatherization rules. 

Uneeda Laitinen  

uneedalaitinen@gmail.com  

102 Markham Place  

Portland, Texas 78374 
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Subject: 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 - Comment on weatherization rule
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Railroad Commission of Texas , 

I am writing to comment on the proposed rule for 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 (new rule and 

amendment per SB 3 and HB 3648).  

This February, Winter Storm Uri caused massive power outages across Texas that led to 

hundreds of deaths and estimated damages of up to $295 billion - making it the costliest 

natural disaster in Texas history. A preliminary assessment by the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission and the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) found that natural 

gas fuel supply issues were the second largest cause of outages and derates at electric 

generators, other than electric generator freezing issues. 

After the 2011 winter power outages, FERC and NERC released a similar report 

recommending winterization strategies for the natural gas supply chain. The RRC did not issue 

any rulemakings to weatherize the natural gas supply chain. Please don’t make the same 

mistakes again. 

The proposed critical infrastructure rulemaking leaves Texans vulnerable to more widespread 

power outages, deaths, and billions in damages. First, the rule draft would allow any operator 

to apply for an exception to “critical infrastructure” designation. The rule does not specify any 

criteria that would allow the railroad to reject an application for an exception. This is extremely 

important, because facilities that are not designated as critical infrastructure will not be 

required to comply with future weatherization rules. 

Next, the rule seems to apply only to natural gas facilities that are connected to the grid. Many 

natural gas wells are not connected to power from the grid, but are still necessary fuel sources 
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for the gas supply chain. Facilities that are not connected to the grid, but are supplying electric 

generators should still be considered critical so that they will be subject to future 

weatherization requirements. 

The proposed rule is also problematic because it allows any natural gas facility to be 

designated as critical, even if it doesn’t supply gas to an electric generator. This could result in 

more Texas residents being left without power when demand exceeds supply because utilities 

will prioritize critical infrastructure. Many utilities were already unable to rotate power outages 

during Winter Storm Uri. The Commission needs to map the natural gas supply chain to 

determine which facilities are actually critical and therefor need to be prioritized. As it stands, 

this rule could result in limited electricity supply being provided to non-critical industry 

improperly designated as critical. 

Finally, Senate Bill 3 presented challenges for the RRC because it requires facilities to be 

prepared to operate in a weather emergency in order to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. However, facilities that aren’t designated as critical will never be required to 

follow the RRC’s weatherization rule. The RRC’s impractical interpretation of SB 3 leaves 

Texans vulnerable. Please consider a phased approach to ensure that all gas facilities that 

supply fuel to electric generators are required to be considered as critical infrastructure and 

are held accountable to future weatherization rules. 

Don’t make critical infrastructure designation and weatherization rules optional. Texans are 

counting on the RRC to ensure grid reliability by finalizing meaningful gas supply chain 

weatherization rules. 

Kristi Collins  

collins.kristi@gmail.com  

PO box 122275  

Arlington, Texas 76012 
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Railroad Commission of Texas , 

I am writing to comment on the proposed rule for 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 (new rule and 

amendment per SB 3 and HB 3648).  

This February, Winter Storm Uri caused massive power outages across Texas that led to 

hundreds of deaths and estimated damages of up to $295 billion - making it the costliest 

natural disaster in Texas history. A preliminary assessment by the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission and the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) found that natural 

gas fuel supply issues were the second largest cause of outages and derates at electric 

generators, other than electric generator freezing issues. 

After the 2011 winter power outages, FERC and NERC released a similar report 

recommending winterization strategies for the natural gas supply chain. The RRC did not issue 

any rulemakings to weatherize the natural gas supply chain. Please don’t make the same 

mistakes again. 

The proposed critical infrastructure rulemaking leaves Texans vulnerable to more widespread 

power outages, deaths, and billions in damages. First, the rule draft would allow any operator 

to apply for an exception to “critical infrastructure” designation. The rule does not specify any 

criteria that would allow the railroad to reject an application for an exception. This is extremely 

important, because facilities that are not designated as critical infrastructure will not be 

required to comply with future weatherization rules. 

Next, the rule seems to apply only to natural gas facilities that are connected to the grid. Many 

natural gas wells are not connected to power from the grid, but are still necessary fuel sources 
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for the gas supply chain. Facilities that are not connected to the grid, but are supplying electric 

generators should still be considered critical so that they will be subject to future 

weatherization requirements. 

The proposed rule is also problematic because it allows any natural gas facility to be 

designated as critical, even if it doesn’t supply gas to an electric generator. This could result in 

more Texas residents being left without power when demand exceeds supply because utilities 

will prioritize critical infrastructure. Many utilities were already unable to rotate power outages 

during Winter Storm Uri. The Commission needs to map the natural gas supply chain to 

determine which facilities are actually critical and therefor need to be prioritized. As it stands, 

this rule could result in limited electricity supply being provided to non-critical industry 

improperly designated as critical. 

Finally, Senate Bill 3 presented challenges for the RRC because it requires facilities to be 

prepared to operate in a weather emergency in order to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. However, facilities that aren’t designated as critical will never be required to 

follow the RRC’s weatherization rule. The RRC’s impractical interpretation of SB 3 leaves 

Texans vulnerable. Please consider a phased approach to ensure that all gas facilities that 

supply fuel to electric generators are required to be considered as critical infrastructure and 

are held accountable to future weatherization rules. 

Don’t make critical infrastructure designation and weatherization rules optional. Texans are 

counting on the RRC to ensure grid reliability by finalizing meaningful gas supply chain 

weatherization rules. 

Michael Murphy  

murphylandarch@gmail.com  

201 Wilson Ave  

Mason, Texas 76856 
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Railroad Commission of Texas , 

I am writing to comment on the proposed rule for 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 (new rule and 

amendment per SB 3 and HB 3648).  

This February, Winter Storm Uri caused massive power outages across Texas that led to 

hundreds of deaths and estimated damages of up to $295 billion - making it the costliest 

natural disaster in Texas history. A preliminary assessment by the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission and the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) found that natural 

gas fuel supply issues were the second largest cause of outages and derates at electric 

generators, other than electric generator freezing issues. 

After the 2011 winter power outages, FERC and NERC released a similar report 

recommending winterization strategies for the natural gas supply chain. The RRC did not issue 

any rulemakings to weatherize the natural gas supply chain. Please don’t make the same 

mistakes again. 

The proposed critical infrastructure rulemaking leaves Texans vulnerable to more widespread 

power outages, deaths, and billions in damages. First, the rule draft would allow any operator 

to apply for an exception to “critical infrastructure” designation. The rule does not specify any 

criteria that would allow the railroad to reject an application for an exception. This is extremely 

important, because facilities that are not designated as critical infrastructure will not be 

required to comply with future weatherization rules. 

Next, the rule seems to apply only to natural gas facilities that are connected to the grid. Many 

natural gas wells are not connected to power from the grid, but are still necessary fuel sources 
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for the gas supply chain. Facilities that are not connected to the grid, but are supplying electric 

generators should still be considered critical so that they will be subject to future 

weatherization requirements. 

The proposed rule is also problematic because it allows any natural gas facility to be 

designated as critical, even if it doesn’t supply gas to an electric generator. This could result in 

more Texas residents being left without power when demand exceeds supply because utilities 

will prioritize critical infrastructure. Many utilities were already unable to rotate power outages 

during Winter Storm Uri. The Commission needs to map the natural gas supply chain to 

determine which facilities are actually critical and therefor need to be prioritized. As it stands, 

this rule could result in limited electricity supply being provided to non-critical industry 

improperly designated as critical. 

Finally, Senate Bill 3 presented challenges for the RRC because it requires facilities to be 

prepared to operate in a weather emergency in order to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. However, facilities that aren’t designated as critical will never be required to 

follow the RRC’s weatherization rule. The RRC’s impractical interpretation of SB 3 leaves 

Texans vulnerable. Please consider a phased approach to ensure that all gas facilities that 

supply fuel to electric generators are required to be considered as critical infrastructure and 

are held accountable to future weatherization rules. 

Don’t make critical infrastructure designation and weatherization rules optional. Texans are 

counting on the RRC to ensure grid reliability by finalizing meaningful gas supply chain 

weatherization rules. 

steve lucas  

slucas78704@gmail.com  

2706 del curto rd  

austin, Texas 78704 
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Railroad Commission of Texas , 

I am writing to comment on the proposed rule for 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 (new rule and 

amendment per SB 3 and HB 3648).  

This February, Winter Storm Uri caused massive power outages across Texas that led to 

hundreds of deaths and estimated damages of up to $295 billion - making it the costliest 

natural disaster in Texas history. A preliminary assessment by the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission and the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) found that natural 

gas fuel supply issues were the second largest cause of outages and derates at electric 

generators, other than electric generator freezing issues. 

After the 2011 winter power outages, FERC and NERC released a similar report 

recommending winterization strategies for the natural gas supply chain. The RRC did not issue 

any rulemakings to weatherize the natural gas supply chain. Please don’t make the same 

mistakes again. 

The proposed critical infrastructure rulemaking leaves Texans vulnerable to more widespread 

power outages, deaths, and billions in damages. First, the rule draft would allow any operator 

to apply for an exception to “critical infrastructure” designation. The rule does not specify any 

criteria that would allow the railroad to reject an application for an exception. This is extremely 

important, because facilities that are not designated as critical infrastructure will not be 

required to comply with future weatherization rules. 

Next, the rule seems to apply only to natural gas facilities that are connected to the grid. Many 

natural gas wells are not connected to power from the grid, but are still necessary fuel sources 
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for the gas supply chain. Facilities that are not connected to the grid, but are supplying electric 

generators should still be considered critical so that they will be subject to future 

weatherization requirements. 

The proposed rule is also problematic because it allows any natural gas facility to be 

designated as critical, even if it doesn’t supply gas to an electric generator. This could result in 

more Texas residents being left without power when demand exceeds supply because utilities 

will prioritize critical infrastructure. Many utilities were already unable to rotate power outages 

during Winter Storm Uri. The Commission needs to map the natural gas supply chain to 

determine which facilities are actually critical and therefor need to be prioritized. As it stands, 

this rule could result in limited electricity supply being provided to non-critical industry 

improperly designated as critical. 

Finally, Senate Bill 3 presented challenges for the RRC because it requires facilities to be 

prepared to operate in a weather emergency in order to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. However, facilities that aren’t designated as critical will never be required to 

follow the RRC’s weatherization rule. The RRC’s impractical interpretation of SB 3 leaves 

Texans vulnerable. Please consider a phased approach to ensure that all gas facilities that 

supply fuel to electric generators are required to be considered as critical infrastructure and 

are held accountable to future weatherization rules. 

Don’t make critical infrastructure designation and weatherization rules optional. Texans are 

counting on the RRC to ensure grid reliability by finalizing meaningful gas supply chain 

weatherization rules. 

David Bigwood  

dbigwood@gmail.com  

4322 Village Corner Dr  

Houston, Texas 77059 
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Railroad Commission of Texas , 

I am writing to comment on the proposed rule for 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 (new rule and 

amendment per SB 3 and HB 3648).  

This February, Winter Storm Uri caused massive power outages across Texas that led to 

hundreds of deaths and estimated damages of up to $295 billion - making it the costliest 

natural disaster in Texas history. A preliminary assessment by the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission and the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) found that natural 

gas fuel supply issues were the second largest cause of outages and derates at electric 

generators, other than electric generator freezing issues. 

After the 2011 winter power outages, FERC and NERC released a similar report 

recommending winterization strategies for the natural gas supply chain. The RRC did not issue 

any rulemakings to weatherize the natural gas supply chain. Please don’t make the same 

mistakes again. 

The proposed critical infrastructure rulemaking leaves Texans vulnerable to more widespread 

power outages, deaths, and billions in damages. First, the rule draft would allow any operator 

to apply for an exception to “critical infrastructure” designation. The rule does not specify any 

criteria that would allow the railroad to reject an application for an exception. This is extremely 

important, because facilities that are not designated as critical infrastructure will not be 

required to comply with future weatherization rules. 

Next, the rule seems to apply only to natural gas facilities that are connected to the grid. Many 

natural gas wells are not connected to power from the grid, but are still necessary fuel sources 
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for the gas supply chain. Facilities that are not connected to the grid, but are supplying electric 

generators should still be considered critical so that they will be subject to future 

weatherization requirements. 

The proposed rule is also problematic because it allows any natural gas facility to be 

designated as critical, even if it doesn’t supply gas to an electric generator. This could result in 

more Texas residents being left without power when demand exceeds supply because utilities 

will prioritize critical infrastructure. Many utilities were already unable to rotate power outages 

during Winter Storm Uri. The Commission needs to map the natural gas supply chain to 

determine which facilities are actually critical and therefor need to be prioritized. As it stands, 

this rule could result in limited electricity supply being provided to non-critical industry 

improperly designated as critical. 

Finally, Senate Bill 3 presented challenges for the RRC because it requires facilities to be 

prepared to operate in a weather emergency in order to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. However, facilities that aren’t designated as critical will never be required to 

follow the RRC’s weatherization rule. The RRC’s impractical interpretation of SB 3 leaves 

Texans vulnerable. Please consider a phased approach to ensure that all gas facilities that 

supply fuel to electric generators are required to be considered as critical infrastructure and 

are held accountable to future weatherization rules. 

Don’t make critical infrastructure designation and weatherization rules optional. Texans are 

counting on the RRC to ensure grid reliability by finalizing meaningful gas supply chain 

weatherization rules. 

Dave Lyon  

ear.dave.lyon@gmail.com 

Austin, Texas 78751 
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Railroad Commission of Texas , 

I am writing to comment on the proposed rule for 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 (new rule and 

amendment per SB 3 and HB 3648).  

This February, Winter Storm Uri caused massive power outages across Texas that led to 

hundreds of deaths and estimated damages of up to $295 billion - making it the costliest 

natural disaster in Texas history. A preliminary assessment by the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission and the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) found that natural 

gas fuel supply issues were the second largest cause of outages and derates at electric 

generators, other than electric generator freezing issues. 

After the 2011 winter power outages, FERC and NERC released a similar report 

recommending winterization strategies for the natural gas supply chain. The RRC did not issue 

any rulemakings to weatherize the natural gas supply chain. Please don’t make the same 

mistakes again. 

The proposed critical infrastructure rulemaking leaves Texans vulnerable to more widespread 

power outages, deaths, and billions in damages. First, the rule draft would allow any operator 

to apply for an exception to “critical infrastructure” designation. The rule does not specify any 

criteria that would allow the railroad to reject an application for an exception. This is extremely 

important, because facilities that are not designated as critical infrastructure will not be 

required to comply with future weatherization rules. 

Next, the rule seems to apply only to natural gas facilities that are connected to the grid. Many 

natural gas wells are not connected to power from the grid, but are still necessary fuel sources 
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for the gas supply chain. Facilities that are not connected to the grid, but are supplying electric 

generators should still be considered critical so that they will be subject to future 

weatherization requirements. 

The proposed rule is also problematic because it allows any natural gas facility to be 

designated as critical, even if it doesn’t supply gas to an electric generator. This could result in 

more Texas residents being left without power when demand exceeds supply because utilities 

will prioritize critical infrastructure. Many utilities were already unable to rotate power outages 

during Winter Storm Uri. The Commission needs to map the natural gas supply chain to 

determine which facilities are actually critical and therefor need to be prioritized. As it stands, 

this rule could result in limited electricity supply being provided to non-critical industry 

improperly designated as critical. 

Finally, Senate Bill 3 presented challenges for the RRC because it requires facilities to be 

prepared to operate in a weather emergency in order to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. However, facilities that aren’t designated as critical will never be required to 

follow the RRC’s weatherization rule. The RRC’s impractical interpretation of SB 3 leaves 

Texans vulnerable. Please consider a phased approach to ensure that all gas facilities that 

supply fuel to electric generators are required to be considered as critical infrastructure and 

are held accountable to future weatherization rules. 

Don’t make critical infrastructure designation and weatherization rules optional. Texans are 

counting on the RRC to ensure grid reliability by finalizing meaningful gas supply chain 

weatherization rules. 

Georgia Couch  

ggcouch13@yahoo.com  

3809 cr 1116  

Greenville , Texas 75401 
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Railroad Commission of Texas , 

I am writing to comment on the proposed rule for 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 (new rule and 

amendment per SB 3 and HB 3648).  

This February, Winter Storm Uri caused massive power outages across Texas that led to 

hundreds of deaths and estimated damages of up to $295 billion - making it the costliest 

natural disaster in Texas history. A preliminary assessment by the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission (FERC) and the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) found 

that natural gas fuel supply issues were the second largest cause of outages. 

After the 2011 winter power outages, FERC and NERC released a similar report 

recommending winterization strategies for the natural gas supply chain. The RRC did not issue 

ANY rulemakings to weatherize the natural gas supply chain. Please don’t make the same 

mistakes again. 

This proposed critical infrastructure rulemaking leaves Texans vulnerable to more widespread 

power outages, deaths, and billions in damages. First, the rule draft would allow any operator 

to apply for an exception to “critical infrastructure” designation. This is extremely important, 

because facilities that are not designated as critical infrastructure will not be required to 

comply with future weatherization rules. 

Next, the rule seems to apply only to natural gas facilities that are connected to the grid. Many 

natural gas wells are not connected to power from the grid, but are still necessary fuel sources 

for the gas supply chain. Facilities that are not connected to the grid, but are supplying electric 
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generators should still be considered critical so that they will be subject to future 

weatherization requirements. 

The proposed rule is also problematic because it allows any natural gas facility to be 

designated as critical, even if it doesn’t supply gas to an electric generator. This could result in 

more Texas residents being left without power when demand exceeds supply because utilities 

will prioritize critical infrastructure. The Commission needs to map the natural gas supply chain 

to determine which facilities are actually critical and therefor need to be prioritized. As it 

stands, this rule could result in limited electricity supply being provided to non-critical industry 

improperly designated as critical. 

Finally, Senate Bill 3 presents challenges for the RRC because it requires facilities to be 

prepared to operate in a weather emergency in order to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. However, facilities that aren’t designated as critical will never be required to 

follow the RRC’s weatherization rule. The RRC’s impractical interpretation of SB 3 leaves 

Texans vulnerable. Please consider a phased approach to ensure that all gas facilities that 

supply fuel to electric generators are required to be considered as critical infrastructure and 

are held accountable to future weatherization rules. 

Don’t make critical infrastructure designation and weatherization rules optional. Texans are 

counting on the RRC to ensure grid reliability by finalizing meaningful gas supply chain 

weatherization rules. 

Judy Harris  

judith.s.harris4646@gmail.com  

3226 Dandelion Dr  

Richmond, Texas 77469-1972 
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Railroad Commission of Texas , 

I am writing to comment on the proposed rule for 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 (new rule and 

amendment per SB 3 and HB 3648).  

This February, Winter Storm Uri caused massive power outages across Texas that led to 

hundreds of deaths and estimated damages of up to $295 billion - making it the costliest 

natural disaster in Texas history. A preliminary assessment by the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission and the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) found that natural 

gas fuel supply issues were the second largest cause of outages and derates at electric 

generators, other than electric generator freezing issues. 

After the 2011 winter power outages, FERC and NERC released a similar report 

recommending winterization strategies for the natural gas supply chain. The RRC did not issue 

any rulemakings to weatherize the natural gas supply chain. Please don’t make the same 

mistakes again. 

The proposed critical infrastructure rulemaking leaves Texans vulnerable to more widespread 

power outages, deaths, and billions in damages. First, the rule draft would allow any operator 

to apply for an exception to “critical infrastructure” designation. The rule does not specify any 

criteria that would allow the railroad to reject an application for an exception. This is extremely 

important, because facilities that are not designated as critical infrastructure will not be 

required to comply with future weatherization rules. 

Next, the rule seems to apply only to natural gas facilities that are connected to the grid. Many 

natural gas wells are not connected to power from the grid, but are still necessary fuel sources 
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for the gas supply chain. Facilities that are not connected to the grid, but are supplying electric 

generators should still be considered critical so that they will be subject to future 

weatherization requirements. 

The proposed rule is also problematic because it allows any natural gas facility to be 

designated as critical, even if it doesn’t supply gas to an electric generator. This could result in 

more Texas residents being left without power when demand exceeds supply because utilities 

will prioritize critical infrastructure. Many utilities were already unable to rotate power outages 

during Winter Storm Uri. The Commission needs to map the natural gas supply chain to 

determine which facilities are actually critical and therefor need to be prioritized. As it stands, 

this rule could result in limited electricity supply being provided to non-critical industry 

improperly designated as critical. 

Finally, Senate Bill 3 presented challenges for the RRC because it requires facilities to be 

prepared to operate in a weather emergency in order to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. However, facilities that aren’t designated as critical will never be required to 

follow the RRC’s weatherization rule. The RRC’s impractical interpretation of SB 3 leaves 

Texans vulnerable. Please consider a phased approach to ensure that all gas facilities that 

supply fuel to electric generators are required to be considered as critical infrastructure and 

are held accountable to future weatherization rules. 

Don’t make critical infrastructure designation and weatherization rules optional. Texans are 

counting on the RRC to ensure grid reliability by finalizing meaningful gas supply chain 

weatherization rules. 

Caryl Sherman-Gonzalez  

carylsg2@me.com  

3609 Dryden Road  

Fort Worth, Texas 76109 
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Railroad Commission of Texas , 

I am writing to comment on the proposed rule for 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 (new rule and 

amendment per SB 3 and HB 3648).  

This February, Winter Storm Uri caused massive power outages across Texas that led to 

hundreds of deaths and estimated damages of up to $295 billion - making it the costliest 

natural disaster in Texas history. A preliminary assessment by the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission and the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) found that natural 

gas fuel supply issues were the second largest cause of outages and derates at electric 

generators, other than electric generator freezing issues. 

After the 2011 winter power outages, FERC and NERC released a similar report 

recommending winterization strategies for the natural gas supply chain. The RRC did not issue 

any rulemakings to weatherize the natural gas supply chain. Please don’t make the same 

mistakes again. 

The proposed critical infrastructure rulemaking leaves Texans vulnerable to more widespread 

power outages, deaths, and billions in damages. First, the rule draft would allow any operator 

to apply for an exception to “critical infrastructure” designation. The rule does not specify any 

criteria that would allow the railroad to reject an application for an exception. This is extremely 

important, because facilities that are not designated as critical infrastructure will not be 

required to comply with future weatherization rules. 

Next, the rule seems to apply only to natural gas facilities that are connected to the grid. Many 

natural gas wells are not connected to power from the grid, but are still necessary fuel sources 
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for the gas supply chain. Facilities that are not connected to the grid, but are supplying electric 

generators should still be considered critical so that they will be subject to future 

weatherization requirements. 

The proposed rule is also problematic because it allows any natural gas facility to be 

designated as critical, even if it doesn’t supply gas to an electric generator. This could result in 

more Texas residents being left without power when demand exceeds supply because utilities 

will prioritize critical infrastructure. Many utilities were already unable to rotate power outages 

during Winter Storm Uri. The Commission needs to map the natural gas supply chain to 

determine which facilities are actually critical and therefor need to be prioritized. As it stands, 

this rule could result in limited electricity supply being provided to non-critical industry 

improperly designated as critical. 

Finally, Senate Bill 3 presented challenges for the RRC because it requires facilities to be 

prepared to operate in a weather emergency in order to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. However, facilities that aren’t designated as critical will never be required to 

follow the RRC’s weatherization rule. The RRC’s impractical interpretation of SB 3 leaves 

Texans vulnerable. Please consider a phased approach to ensure that all gas facilities that 

supply fuel to electric generators are required to be considered as critical infrastructure and 

are held accountable to future weatherization rules. 

Don’t make critical infrastructure designation and weatherization rules optional. Texans are 

counting on the RRC to ensure grid reliability by finalizing meaningful gas supply chain 

weatherization rules. 

Jackie De Hon  

jackiedehon@gmail.com  

2109 Connie Dr  

Canyon Lake, Texas 78133 
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Railroad Commission of Texas , 

I am writing to comment on the proposed rule for 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 (new rule and 

amendment per SB 3 and HB 3648).  

This February, Winter Storm Uri caused massive power outages across Texas that led to 

hundreds of deaths and estimated damages of up to $295 billion - making it the costliest 

natural disaster in Texas history. A preliminary assessment by the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission and the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) found that natural 

gas fuel supply issues were the second largest cause of outages and derates at electric 

generators, other than electric generator freezing issues. 

After the 2011 winter power outages, FERC and NERC released a similar report 

recommending winterization strategies for the natural gas supply chain. The RRC did not issue 

any rulemakings to weatherize the natural gas supply chain. Please don’t make the same 

mistakes again. 

The proposed critical infrastructure rulemaking leaves Texans vulnerable to more widespread 

power outages, deaths, and billions in damages. First, the rule draft would allow any operator 

to apply for an exception to “critical infrastructure” designation. The rule does not specify any 

criteria that would allow the railroad to reject an application for an exception. This is extremely 

important, because facilities that are not designated as critical infrastructure will not be 

required to comply with future weatherization rules. 

Next, the rule seems to apply only to natural gas facilities that are connected to the grid. Many 

natural gas wells are not connected to power from the grid, but are still necessary fuel sources 
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for the gas supply chain. Facilities that are not connected to the grid, but are supplying electric 

generators should still be considered critical so that they will be subject to future 

weatherization requirements. 

The proposed rule is also problematic because it allows any natural gas facility to be 

designated as critical, even if it doesn’t supply gas to an electric generator. This could result in 

more Texas residents being left without power when demand exceeds supply because utilities 

will prioritize critical infrastructure. Many utilities were already unable to rotate power outages 

during Winter Storm Uri. The Commission needs to map the natural gas supply chain to 

determine which facilities are actually critical and therefor need to be prioritized. As it stands, 

this rule could result in limited electricity supply being provided to non-critical industry 

improperly designated as critical. 

Finally, Senate Bill 3 presented challenges for the RRC because it requires facilities to be 

prepared to operate in a weather emergency in order to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. However, facilities that aren’t designated as critical will never be required to 

follow the RRC’s weatherization rule. The RRC’s impractical interpretation of SB 3 leaves 

Texans vulnerable. Please consider a phased approach to ensure that all gas facilities that 

supply fuel to electric generators are required to be considered as critical infrastructure and 

are held accountable to future weatherization rules. 

Don’t make critical infrastructure designation and weatherization rules optional. Texans are 

counting on the RRC to ensure grid reliability by finalizing meaningful gas supply chain 

weatherization rules. 

Katherine Culbert  

ksculbert@gmail.com  

915 Franklin St Unit 4N  

Houston, Texas 77002 
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Railroad Commission of Texas , 

I am writing to comment on the proposed rule for 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 (new rule and 

amendment per SB 3 and HB 3648).  

This February, Winter Storm Uri caused massive power outages across Texas that led to 

hundreds of deaths and estimated damages of up to $295 billion - making it the costliest 

natural disaster in Texas history. A preliminary assessment by the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission and the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) found that natural 

gas fuel supply issues were the second largest cause of outages and derates at electric 

generators, other than electric generator freezing issues. 

After the 2011 winter power outages, FERC and NERC released a similar report 

recommending winterization strategies for the natural gas supply chain. The RRC did not issue 

any rulemakings to weatherize the natural gas supply chain. Please don’t make the same 

mistakes again. 

The proposed critical infrastructure rulemaking leaves Texans vulnerable to more widespread 

power outages, deaths, and billions in damages. First, the rule draft would allow any operator 

to apply for an exception to “critical infrastructure” designation. The rule does not specify any 

criteria that would allow the railroad to reject an application for an exception. This is extremely 

important, because facilities that are not designated as critical infrastructure will not be 

required to comply with future weatherization rules. 

Next, the rule seems to apply only to natural gas facilities that are connected to the grid. Many 

natural gas wells are not connected to power from the grid, but are still necessary fuel sources 
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for the gas supply chain. Facilities that are not connected to the grid, but are supplying electric 

generators should still be considered critical so that they will be subject to future 

weatherization requirements. 

The proposed rule is also problematic because it allows any natural gas facility to be 

designated as critical, even if it doesn’t supply gas to an electric generator. This could result in 

more Texas residents being left without power when demand exceeds supply because utilities 

will prioritize critical infrastructure. Many utilities were already unable to rotate power outages 

during Winter Storm Uri. The Commission needs to map the natural gas supply chain to 

determine which facilities are actually critical and therefor need to be prioritized. As it stands, 

this rule could result in limited electricity supply being provided to non-critical industry 

improperly designated as critical. 

Finally, Senate Bill 3 presented challenges for the RRC because it requires facilities to be 

prepared to operate in a weather emergency in order to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. However, facilities that aren’t designated as critical will never be required to 

follow the RRC’s weatherization rule. The RRC’s impractical interpretation of SB 3 leaves 

Texans vulnerable. Please consider a phased approach to ensure that all gas facilities that 

supply fuel to electric generators are required to be considered as critical infrastructure and 

are held accountable to future weatherization rules. 

Don’t make critical infrastructure designation and weatherization rules optional. Texans are 

counting on the RRC to ensure grid reliability by finalizing meaningful gas supply chain 

weatherization rules. 

Jack Crum  

actionut@yahoo.com  

3 Pebblebrook Lane  

Woodcreek, Texas 78676 
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Railroad Commission of Texas , 

I am writing to comment on the proposed rule for 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 (new rule and 

amendment per SB 3 and HB 3648).  

This February, Winter Storm Uri caused massive power outages across Texas that led to 

hundreds of deaths and estimated damages of up to $295 billion - making it the costliest 

natural disaster in Texas history. A preliminary assessment by the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission and the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) found that natural 

gas fuel supply issues were the second largest cause of outages and derates at electric 

generators, other than electric generator freezing issues. 

After the 2011 winter power outages, FERC and NERC released a similar report 

recommending winterization strategies for the natural gas supply chain. The RRC did not issue 

any rulemakings to weatherize the natural gas supply chain. Please don’t make the same 

mistakes again. 

The proposed critical infrastructure rulemaking leaves Texans vulnerable to more widespread 

power outages, deaths, and billions in damages. First, the rule draft would allow any operator 

to apply for an exception to “critical infrastructure” designation. The rule does not specify any 

criteria that would allow the railroad to reject an application for an exception. This is extremely 

important, because facilities that are not designated as critical infrastructure will not be 

required to comply with future weatherization rules. 

Next, the rule seems to apply only to natural gas facilities that are connected to the grid. Many 

natural gas wells are not connected to power from the grid, but are still necessary fuel sources 
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for the gas supply chain. Facilities that are not connected to the grid, but are supplying electric 

generators should still be considered critical so that they will be subject to future 

weatherization requirements. 

The proposed rule is also problematic because it allows any natural gas facility to be 

designated as critical, even if it doesn’t supply gas to an electric generator. This could result in 

more Texas residents being left without power when demand exceeds supply because utilities 

will prioritize critical infrastructure. Many utilities were already unable to rotate power outages 

during Winter Storm Uri. The Commission needs to map the natural gas supply chain to 

determine which facilities are actually critical and therefor need to be prioritized. As it stands, 

this rule could result in limited electricity supply being provided to non-critical industry 

improperly designated as critical. 

Finally, Senate Bill 3 presented challenges for the RRC because it requires facilities to be 

prepared to operate in a weather emergency in order to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. However, facilities that aren’t designated as critical will never be required to 

follow the RRC’s weatherization rule. The RRC’s impractical interpretation of SB 3 leaves 

Texans vulnerable. Please consider a phased approach to ensure that all gas facilities that 

supply fuel to electric generators are required to be considered as critical infrastructure and 

are held accountable to future weatherization rules. 

Don’t make critical infrastructure designation and weatherization rules optional. Texans are 

counting on the RRC to ensure grid reliability by finalizing meaningful gas supply chain 

weatherization rules. 

Mary Catherine Compean  

mcmcrawf@gmail.com  

6335 Ridgehurst  

San Antonio, Texas 78250 
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Railroad Commission of Texas , 

I am writing to comment on the proposed rule for 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 (new rule and 

amendment per SB 3 and HB 3648).  

I believe Texans deserve to have reliable energy and that the well-being of the people 

outweighs giving companies the choice to avoid weatherization.  

The RRC chose profits over people before. Please do not do it again.  

This February, Winter Storm Uri caused massive power outages across Texas that led to 

hundreds of deaths and estimated damages of up to $295 billion - making it the costliest 

natural disaster in Texas history. A preliminary assessment by the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission and the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) found that natural 

gas fuel supply issues were the second largest cause of outages and derates at electric 

generators, other than electric generator freezing issues. 

After the 2011 winter power outages, FERC and NERC released a similar report 

recommending winterization strategies for the natural gas supply chain. The RRC did not issue 

any rulemakings to weatherize the natural gas supply chain. Please don’t make the same 

mistakes again. 

The proposed critical infrastructure rulemaking leaves Texans vulnerable to more widespread 

power outages, deaths, and billions in damages. First, the rule draft would allow any operator 

to apply for an exception to “critical infrastructure” designation. The rule does not specify any 

criteria that would allow the railroad to reject an application for an exception. This is extremely 
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important, because facilities that are not designated as critical infrastructure will not be 

required to comply with future weatherization rules. 

Next, the rule seems to apply only to natural gas facilities that are connected to the grid. Many 

natural gas wells are not connected to power from the grid, but are still necessary fuel sources 

for the gas supply chain. Facilities that are not connected to the grid, but are supplying electric 

generators should still be considered critical so that they will be subject to future 

weatherization requirements. 

The proposed rule is also problematic because it allows any natural gas facility to be 

designated as critical, even if it doesn’t supply gas to an electric generator. This could result in 

more Texas residents being left without power when demand exceeds supply because utilities 

will prioritize critical infrastructure. Many utilities were already unable to rotate power outages 

during Winter Storm Uri. The Commission needs to map the natural gas supply chain to 

determine which facilities are actually critical and therefor need to be prioritized. As it stands, 

this rule could result in limited electricity supply being provided to non-critical industry 

improperly designated as critical. 

Finally, Senate Bill 3 presented challenges for the RRC because it requires facilities to be 

prepared to operate in a weather emergency in order to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. However, facilities that aren’t designated as critical will never be required to 

follow the RRC’s weatherization rule. The RRC’s impractical interpretation of SB 3 leaves 

Texans vulnerable. Please consider a phased approach to ensure that all gas facilities that 

supply fuel to electric generators are required to be considered as critical infrastructure and 

are held accountable to future weatherization rules. 

Don’t make critical infrastructure designation and weatherization rules optional. Texans are 

counting on the RRC to ensure grid reliability by finalizing meaningful gas supply chain 

weatherization rules. 

Laura Wimberley  

l.a.wimberley@gmail.com  

2813 Brandywine Circle  

Bryan, Texas 77807 
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Railroad Commission of Texas , 

I am writing to comment on the proposed rule for 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 (new rule and 

amendment per SB 3 and HB 3648).  

This February, Winter Storm Uri caused massive power outages across Texas that led to 

hundreds of deaths and estimated damages of up to $295 billion - making it the costliest 

natural disaster in Texas history. A preliminary assessment by the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission and the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) found that natural 

gas fuel supply issues were the second largest cause of outages and derates at electric 

generators, other than electric generator freezing issues. 

After the 2011 winter power outages, FERC and NERC released a similar report 

recommending winterization strategies for the natural gas supply chain. The RRC did not issue 

any rulemakings to weatherize the natural gas supply chain. Please don’t make the same 

mistakes again. 

The proposed critical infrastructure rulemaking leaves Texans vulnerable to more widespread 

power outages, deaths, and billions in damages. First, the rule draft would allow any operator 

to apply for an exception to “critical infrastructure” designation. The rule does not specify any 

criteria that would allow the railroad to reject an application for an exception. This is extremely 

important, because facilities that are not designated as critical infrastructure will not be 

required to comply with future weatherization rules. 

Next, the rule seems to apply only to natural gas facilities that are connected to the grid. Many 

natural gas wells are not connected to power from the grid, but are still necessary fuel sources 
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for the gas supply chain. Facilities that are not connected to the grid, but are supplying electric 

generators should still be considered critical so that they will be subject to future 

weatherization requirements. 

The proposed rule is also problematic because it allows any natural gas facility to be 

designated as critical, even if it doesn’t supply gas to an electric generator. This could result in 

more Texas residents being left without power when demand exceeds supply because utilities 

will prioritize critical infrastructure. Many utilities were already unable to rotate power outages 

during Winter Storm Uri. The Commission needs to map the natural gas supply chain to 

determine which facilities are actually critical and therefor need to be prioritized. As it stands, 

this rule could result in limited electricity supply being provided to non-critical industry 

improperly designated as critical. 

Finally, Senate Bill 3 presented challenges for the RRC because it requires facilities to be 

prepared to operate in a weather emergency in order to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. However, facilities that aren’t designated as critical will never be required to 

follow the RRC’s weatherization rule. The RRC’s impractical interpretation of SB 3 leaves 

Texans vulnerable. Please consider a phased approach to ensure that all gas facilities that 

supply fuel to electric generators are required to be considered as critical infrastructure and 

are held accountable to future weatherization rules. 

Don’t make critical infrastructure designation and weatherization rules optional. Texans are 

counting on the RRC to ensure grid reliability by finalizing meaningful gas supply chain 

weatherization rules. 

a vlahodimitropoulos  

a.vlahodimitropoulos@gmail.com 

Austin, Texas 78701 
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From: Kenneth Hollands <info@email.actionnetwork.org>

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 7:21 PM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 - Comment on weatherization rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Railroad Commission of Texas , 

I am writing to comment on the proposed rule for 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 (new rule and 

amendment per SB 3 and HB 3648).  

This February, Winter Storm Uri caused massive power outages across Texas that led to 

hundreds of deaths and estimated damages of up to $295 billion - making it the costliest 

natural disaster in Texas history. A preliminary assessment by the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission and the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) found that natural 

gas fuel supply issues were the second largest cause of outages and derates at electric 

generators, other than electric generator freezing issues. 

After the 2011 winter power outages, FERC and NERC released a similar report 

recommending winterization strategies for the natural gas supply chain. The RRC did not issue 

any rulemakings to weatherize the natural gas supply chain. Please don’t make the same 

mistakes again. 

The proposed critical infrastructure rulemaking leaves Texans vulnerable to more widespread 

power outages, deaths, and billions in damages. First, the rule draft would allow any operator 

to apply for an exception to “critical infrastructure” designation. The rule does not specify any 

criteria that would allow the railroad to reject an application for an exception. This is extremely 

important, because facilities that are not designated as critical infrastructure will not be 

required to comply with future weatherization rules. 

Next, the rule seems to apply only to natural gas facilities that are connected to the grid. Many 

natural gas wells are not connected to power from the grid, but are still necessary fuel sources 
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for the gas supply chain. Facilities that are not connected to the grid, but are supplying electric 

generators should still be considered critical so that they will be subject to future 

weatherization requirements. 

The proposed rule is also problematic because it allows any natural gas facility to be 

designated as critical, even if it doesn’t supply gas to an electric generator. This could result in 

more Texas residents being left without power when demand exceeds supply because utilities 

will prioritize critical infrastructure. Many utilities were already unable to rotate power outages 

during Winter Storm Uri. The Commission needs to map the natural gas supply chain to 

determine which facilities are actually critical and therefor need to be prioritized. As it stands, 

this rule could result in limited electricity supply being provided to non-critical industry 

improperly designated as critical. 

Finally, Senate Bill 3 presented challenges for the RRC because it requires facilities to be 

prepared to operate in a weather emergency in order to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. However, facilities that aren’t designated as critical will never be required to 

follow the RRC’s weatherization rule. The RRC’s impractical interpretation of SB 3 leaves 

Texans vulnerable. Please consider a phased approach to ensure that all gas facilities that 

supply fuel to electric generators are required to be considered as critical infrastructure and 

are held accountable to future weatherization rules. 

Don’t make critical infrastructure designation and weatherization rules optional. Texans are 

counting on the RRC to ensure grid reliability by finalizing meaningful gas supply chain 

weatherization rules. 

Kenneth Hollands  

kennethhollands@gmail.com  

1329 Alto Driver  

Richardson, Texas 75081 
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From: Ellen Isaly 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 10:17 PM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 - Comment on weatherization rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Railroad Commission of Texas , 

Regarding the proposed rule for 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 (new rule and amendment per SB 

3 and HB 3648).  

Last February, Winter Storm Uri caused massive power outages across Texas that led to 

hundreds of deaths and estimated damages of up to $295 billion - making it the costliest 

natural disaster in Texas history. A preliminary assessment by the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission and the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) found that natural 

gas fuel supply issues were the second largest cause of outages and derates at electric 

generators, other than electric generator freezing issues. 

After the 2011 winter power outages, FERC and NERC released a similar report 

recommending winterization strategies for the natural gas supply chain. The RRC did not issue 

any rulemakings to weatherize the natural gas supply chain.  

Please don’t make the same mistakes again. 

The proposed critical infrastructure rulemaking leaves Texans vulnerable to more widespread 

power outages, deaths, and billions in damages.  

First, the rule draft would allow any operator to apply for an exception to “critical infrastructure” 

designation. Facilities that are not designated as critical infrastructure will not be required to 

comply with future weatherization rules. This is UNACCEPTABLE. 
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Next, the rule seems to apply only to natural gas facilities that are connected to the grid; 

HOWEVER, many natural gas wells are not connected to power from the grid, but are still 

necessary fuel sources for the gas supply chain. ALL NECESSARY FUEL SOURCES MUST 

BE INCLUDED. 

The proposed rule also allows any natural gas facility to be designated as critical, even if it 

doesn’t supply gas to an electric generator. This could result in more Texas residents being 

left without power when demand exceeds supply because utilities will prioritize critical 

infrastructure.  

The Commission needs to map the natural gas supply chain to determine which facilities are 

actually critical and therefore need to be prioritized. As it stands, this rule could result in limited 

electricity supply being provided to non-critical industry improperly designated as critical. 

Finally, Senate Bill 3 presented challenges for the RRC, because it requires facilities to be 

prepared to operate in a weather emergency in order to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. Facilities that aren’t designated as critical will NEVER be required to follow the 

RRC’s weatherization rule!  

The RRC’s impractical interpretation of SB 3 leaves Texans vulnerable!  

Please consider a phased approach to ensure that ALL gas facilities that supply fuel to electric 

generators are REQUIRED to be considered as critical infrastructure and are HELD 

ACCOUNTABLE to future weatherization rules! 

Your critical infrastructure designation and weatherization RULES SHOULD NOT BE 

OPTIONAL!  

Texans are counting on the RRC to ENSURE GRID RELIABILITY WITH MEANINGFUL, 

CONSISTENT, ENFORCEABLE GAS SUPPLY CHAIN WEATHERIZATION RULES! 

Ellen Isaly  

eisaly@sbcglobal.net  

2923 Rambling Drive  

Dallas, Texas 75228 
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From: William Forbes <info@email.actionnetwork.org>

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 10:21 PM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 - Comment on weatherization rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Railroad Commission of Texas , 

I am writing to comment on the proposed rule for 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 (new rule and 

amendment per SB 3 and HB 3648).  

This February, Winter Storm Uri caused massive power outages across Texas that led to 

hundreds of deaths and estimated damages of up to $295 billion - making it the costliest 

natural disaster in Texas history. A preliminary assessment by the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission and the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) found that natural 

gas fuel supply issues were the second largest cause of outages and derates at electric 

generators, other than electric generator freezing issues. 

After the 2011 winter power outages, FERC and NERC released a similar report 

recommending winterization strategies for the natural gas supply chain. The RRC did not issue 

any rulemakings to weatherize the natural gas supply chain. Please don’t make the same 

mistakes again. 

The proposed critical infrastructure rulemaking leaves Texans vulnerable to more widespread 

power outages, deaths, and billions in damages. First, the rule draft would allow any operator 

to apply for an exception to “critical infrastructure” designation. The rule does not specify any 

criteria that would allow the railroad to reject an application for an exception. This is extremely 

important, because facilities that are not designated as critical infrastructure will not be 

required to comply with future weatherization rules. 

Next, the rule seems to apply only to natural gas facilities that are connected to the grid. Many 

natural gas wells are not connected to power from the grid, but are still necessary fuel sources 
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for the gas supply chain. Facilities that are not connected to the grid, but are supplying electric 

generators should still be considered critical so that they will be subject to future 

weatherization requirements. 

The proposed rule is also problematic because it allows any natural gas facility to be 

designated as critical, even if it doesn’t supply gas to an electric generator. This could result in 

more Texas residents being left without power when demand exceeds supply because utilities 

will prioritize critical infrastructure. Many utilities were already unable to rotate power outages 

during Winter Storm Uri. The Commission needs to map the natural gas supply chain to 

determine which facilities are actually critical and therefor need to be prioritized. As it stands, 

this rule could result in limited electricity supply being provided to non-critical industry 

improperly designated as critical. 

Finally, Senate Bill 3 presented challenges for the RRC because it requires facilities to be 

prepared to operate in a weather emergency in order to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. However, facilities that aren’t designated as critical will never be required to 

follow the RRC’s weatherization rule. The RRC’s impractical interpretation of SB 3 leaves 

Texans vulnerable. Please consider a phased approach to ensure that all gas facilities that 

supply fuel to electric generators are required to be considered as critical infrastructure and 

are held accountable to future weatherization rules. 

Don’t make critical infrastructure designation and weatherization rules optional. Texans are 

counting on the RRC to ensure grid reliability by finalizing meaningful gas supply chain 

weatherization rules. 

William Forbes  

bforbes04@gmail.com  

607 Burk Street  

Nacogdoches, Texas 75964 
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From: David Hogan 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 11:00 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 - Comment on weatherization rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Railroad Commission of Texas , 

I am writing to comment on the proposed rule for 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 (new rule and 

amendment per SB 3 and HB 3648).  

This February, Winter Storm Uri caused massive power outages across Texas that led to 

hundreds of deaths and estimated damages of up to $295 billion - making it the costliest 

natural disaster in Texas history. A preliminary assessment by the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission and the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) found that natural 

gas fuel supply issues were the second largest cause of outages and derates at electric 

generators, other than electric generator freezing issues. 

After the 2011 winter power outages, FERC and NERC released a similar report 

recommending winterization strategies for the natural gas supply chain. The RRC did not issue 

any rulemakings to weatherize the natural gas supply chain. Please don’t make the same 

mistakes again. 

The proposed critical infrastructure rulemaking leaves Texans vulnerable to more widespread 

power outages, deaths, and billions in damages. First, the rule draft would allow any operator 

to apply for an exception to “critical infrastructure” designation. The rule does not specify any 

criteria that would allow the railroad to reject an application for an exception. This is extremely 

important, because facilities that are not designated as critical infrastructure will not be 

required to comply with future weatherization rules. 

Next, the rule seems to apply only to natural gas facilities that are connected to the grid. Many 

natural gas wells are not connected to power from the grid, but are still necessary fuel sources 
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for the gas supply chain. Facilities that are not connected to the grid, but are supplying electric 

generators should still be considered critical so that they will be subject to future 

weatherization requirements. 

The proposed rule is also problematic because it allows any natural gas facility to be 

designated as critical, even if it doesn’t supply gas to an electric generator. This could result in 

more Texas residents being left without power when demand exceeds supply because utilities 

will prioritize critical infrastructure. Many utilities were already unable to rotate power outages 

during Winter Storm Uri. The Commission needs to map the natural gas supply chain to 

determine which facilities are actually critical and therefor need to be prioritized. As it stands, 

this rule could result in limited electricity supply being provided to non-critical industry 

improperly designated as critical. 

Finally, Senate Bill 3 presented challenges for the RRC because it requires facilities to be 

prepared to operate in a weather emergency in order to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. However, facilities that aren’t designated as critical will never be required to 

follow the RRC’s weatherization rule. The RRC’s impractical interpretation of SB 3 leaves 

Texans vulnerable. Please consider a phased approach to ensure that all gas facilities that 

supply fuel to electric generators are required to be considered as critical infrastructure and 

are held accountable to future weatherization rules. 

Don’t make critical infrastructure designation and weatherization rules optional. Texans are 

counting on the RRC to ensure grid reliability by finalizing meaningful gas supply chain 

weatherization rules. 

David Hogan  

david.hogan@ieee.org  

5305 Valburn Circle  

Austin, Texas 78731-1144 
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From: Linda Berger 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 3:01 PM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 - Comment on weatherization rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Railroad Commission of Texas , 

I am writing to comment on the proposed rule for 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 (new rule and 

amendment per SB 3 and HB 3648).  

This February, Winter Storm Uri caused massive power outages across Texas that led to 

hundreds of deaths and estimated damages of up to $295 billion - making it the costliest 

natural disaster in Texas history. A preliminary assessment by the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission and the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) found that natural 

gas fuel supply issues were the second largest cause of outages and derates at electric 

generators, other than electric generator freezing issues. 

After the 2011 winter power outages, FERC and NERC released a similar report 

recommending winterization strategies for the natural gas supply chain. The RRC did not issue 

any rulemakings to weatherize the natural gas supply chain. Please don’t make the same 

mistakes again. 

The proposed critical infrastructure rulemaking leaves Texans vulnerable to more widespread 

power outages, deaths, and billions in damages. First, the rule draft would allow any operator 

to apply for an exception to “critical infrastructure” designation. The rule does not specify any 

criteria that would allow the railroad to reject an application for an exception. This is extremely 

important, because facilities that are not designated as critical infrastructure will not be 

required to comply with future weatherization rules. 

Next, the rule seems to apply only to natural gas facilities that are connected to the grid. Many 

natural gas wells are not connected to power from the grid, but are still necessary fuel sources 
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for the gas supply chain. Facilities that are not connected to the grid, but are supplying electric 

generators should still be considered critical so that they will be subject to future 

weatherization requirements. 

The proposed rule is also problematic because it allows any natural gas facility to be 

designated as critical, even if it doesn’t supply gas to an electric generator. This could result in 

more Texas residents being left without power when demand exceeds supply because utilities 

will prioritize critical infrastructure. Many utilities were already unable to rotate power outages 

during Winter Storm Uri. The Commission needs to map the natural gas supply chain to 

determine which facilities are actually critical and therefor need to be prioritized. As it stands, 

this rule could result in limited electricity supply being provided to non-critical industry 

improperly designated as critical. 

Finally, Senate Bill 3 presented challenges for the RRC because it requires facilities to be 

prepared to operate in a weather emergency in order to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. However, facilities that aren’t designated as critical will never be required to 

follow the RRC’s weatherization rule. The RRC’s impractical interpretation of SB 3 leaves 

Texans vulnerable. Please consider a phased approach to ensure that all gas facilities that 

supply fuel to electric generators are required to be considered as critical infrastructure and 

are held accountable to future weatherization rules. 

Don’t make critical infrastructure designation and weatherization rules optional. Texans are 

counting on the RRC to ensure grid reliability by finalizing meaningful gas supply chain 

weatherization rules. 

Linda Berger  

linda@dnstexas.com  

7100 Fire Hill Drive  

Fort Worth , Texas 76137 
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From: Paula Wyche 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 9:04 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 - Comment on weatherization rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 
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email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Railroad Commission of Texas , 

I am writing to comment on the proposed rule for 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 (new rule and 

amendment per SB 3 and HB 3648).  

This February, Winter Storm Uri caused massive power outages across Texas that led to 

hundreds of deaths and estimated damages of up to $295 billion - making it the costliest 

natural disaster in Texas history. A preliminary assessment by the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission and the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) found that natural 

gas fuel supply issues were the second largest cause of outages and derates at electric 

generators, other than electric generator freezing issues. 

After the 2011 winter power outages, FERC and NERC released a similar report 

recommending winterization strategies for the natural gas supply chain. The RRC did not issue 

any rulemakings to weatherize the natural gas supply chain. Please don’t make the same 

mistakes again. 

The proposed critical infrastructure rulemaking leaves Texans vulnerable to more widespread 

power outages, deaths, and billions in damages. First, the rule draft would allow any operator 

to apply for an exception to “critical infrastructure” designation. The rule does not specify any 

criteria that would allow the railroad to reject an application for an exception. This is extremely 

important, because facilities that are not designated as critical infrastructure will not be 

required to comply with future weatherization rules. 

Next, the rule seems to apply only to natural gas facilities that are connected to the grid. Many 

natural gas wells are not connected to power from the grid, but are still necessary fuel sources 
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for the gas supply chain. Facilities that are not connected to the grid, but are supplying electric 

generators should still be considered critical so that they will be subject to future 

weatherization requirements. 

The proposed rule is also problematic because it allows any natural gas facility to be 

designated as critical, even if it doesn’t supply gas to an electric generator. This could result in 

more Texas residents being left without power when demand exceeds supply because utilities 

will prioritize critical infrastructure. Many utilities were already unable to rotate power outages 

during Winter Storm Uri. The Commission needs to map the natural gas supply chain to 

determine which facilities are actually critical and therefor need to be prioritized. As it stands, 

this rule could result in limited electricity supply being provided to non-critical industry 

improperly designated as critical. 

Finally, Senate Bill 3 presented challenges for the RRC because it requires facilities to be 

prepared to operate in a weather emergency in order to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. However, facilities that aren’t designated as critical will never be required to 

follow the RRC’s weatherization rule. The RRC’s impractical interpretation of SB 3 leaves 

Texans vulnerable. Please consider a phased approach to ensure that all gas facilities that 

supply fuel to electric generators are required to be considered as critical infrastructure and 

are held accountable to future weatherization rules. 

Don’t make critical infrastructure designation and weatherization rules optional. Texans are 

counting on the RRC to ensure grid reliability by finalizing meaningful gas supply chain 

weatherization rules. 

Paula Wyche  

p.wyche@tcu.edu  

4908 Cordova Ave  

Fort Worth, Texas 76132 
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From: Sonora Hudson 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 6:33 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 - Comment on weatherization rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Railroad Commission of Texas , 

I am writing to comment on the proposed rule for 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 (new rule and 

amendment per SB 3 and HB 3648).  

This February, Winter Storm Uri caused massive power outages across Texas that led to 

hundreds of deaths and estimated damages of up to $295 billion - making it the costliest 

natural disaster in Texas history. A preliminary assessment by the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission and the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) found that natural 

gas fuel supply issues were the second largest cause of outages and derates at electric 

generators, other than electric generator freezing issues. 

After the 2011 winter power outages, FERC and NERC released a similar report 

recommending winterization strategies for the natural gas supply chain. The RRC did not issue 

any rulemakings to weatherize the natural gas supply chain. Please don’t make the same 

mistakes again. 

The proposed critical infrastructure rulemaking leaves Texans vulnerable to more widespread 

power outages, deaths, and billions in damages. First, the rule draft would allow any operator 

to apply for an exception to “critical infrastructure” designation. The rule does not specify any 

criteria that would allow the railroad to reject an application for an exception. This is extremely 

important, because facilities that are not designated as critical infrastructure will not be 

required to comply with future weatherization rules. 

Next, the rule seems to apply only to natural gas facilities that are connected to the grid. Many 

natural gas wells are not connected to power from the grid, but are still necessary fuel sources 
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for the gas supply chain. Facilities that are not connected to the grid, but are supplying electric 

generators should still be considered critical so that they will be subject to future 

weatherization requirements. 

The proposed rule is also problematic because it allows any natural gas facility to be 

designated as critical, even if it doesn’t supply gas to an electric generator. This could result in 

more Texas residents being left without power when demand exceeds supply because utilities 

will prioritize critical infrastructure. Many utilities were already unable to rotate power outages 

during Winter Storm Uri. The Commission needs to map the natural gas supply chain to 

determine which facilities are actually critical and therefor need to be prioritized. As it stands, 

this rule could result in limited electricity supply being provided to non-critical industry 

improperly designated as critical. 

Finally, Senate Bill 3 presented challenges for the RRC because it requires facilities to be 

prepared to operate in a weather emergency in order to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. However, facilities that aren’t designated as critical will never be required to 

follow the RRC’s weatherization rule. The RRC’s impractical interpretation of SB 3 leaves 

Texans vulnerable. Please consider a phased approach to ensure that all gas facilities that 

supply fuel to electric generators are required to be considered as critical infrastructure and 

are held accountable to future weatherization rules. 

Don’t make critical infrastructure designation and weatherization rules optional. Texans are 

counting on the RRC to ensure grid reliability by finalizing meaningful gas supply chain 

weatherization rules. 

Sonora Hudson  

sonorahud@earthlink.net  

1743 Esperanza St.  

Houston, Texas 77023 
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From: Kathyrn Davidson 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 2:54 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 - Comment on weatherization rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 
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Railroad Commission of Texas , 

As a Texan, I am writing to comment on the proposed rule for 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 (new 

rule and amendment per SB 3 and HB 3648).  

This February, Winter Storm Uri caused massive power outages across Texas that led to 

hundreds of deaths and estimated damages of up to $295 billion - making it the costliest 

natural disaster in Texas history. A preliminary assessment by the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission and the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) found that natural 

gas fuel supply issues were the second largest cause of outages and derates at electric 

generators, other than electric generator freezing issues. 

After the 2011 winter power outages, FERC and NERC released a similar report 

recommending winterization strategies for the natural gas supply chain. The RRC did not issue 

any rulemakings to weatherize the natural gas supply chain. Please don’t make the same 

mistakes again. 

The proposed critical infrastructure rulemaking leaves Texans vulnerable to more widespread 

power outages, deaths, and billions in damages. First, the rule draft would allow any operator 

to apply for an exception to “critical infrastructure” designation. The rule does not specify any 

criteria that would allow the railroad to reject an application for an exception. This is extremely 

important, because facilities that are not designated as critical infrastructure will not be 

required to comply with future weatherization rules. 

Next, the rule seems to apply only to natural gas facilities that are connected to the grid. Many 

natural gas wells are not connected to power from the grid, but are still necessary fuel sources 
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for the gas supply chain. Facilities that are not connected to the grid, but are supplying electric 

generators should still be considered critical so that they will be subject to future 

weatherization requirements. 

The proposed rule is also problematic because it allows any natural gas facility to be 

designated as critical, even if it doesn’t supply gas to an electric generator. This could result in 

more Texas residents being left without power when demand exceeds supply because utilities 

will prioritize critical infrastructure. Many utilities were already unable to rotate power outages 

during Winter Storm Uri. The Commission needs to map the natural gas supply chain to 

determine which facilities are actually critical and therefor need to be prioritized. As it stands, 

this rule could result in limited electricity supply being provided to non-critical industry 

improperly designated as critical. 

Finally, Senate Bill 3 presented challenges for the RRC because it requires facilities to be 

prepared to operate in a weather emergency in order to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. However, facilities that aren’t designated as critical will never be required to 

follow the RRC’s weatherization rule. The RRC’s impractical interpretation of SB 3 leaves 

Texans vulnerable. Please consider a phased approach to ensure that all gas facilities that 

supply fuel to electric generators are required to be considered as critical infrastructure and 

are held accountable to future weatherization rules. 

Don’t make critical infrastructure designation and weatherization rules optional. Texans are 

counting on the RRC to ensure grid reliability by finalizing meaningful gas supply chain 

weatherization rules. 

Kathyrn Davidson  

kathryn@clan-davidson.com  

6704A Fort Davis Cv # A  

Austin, Texas 78731 
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From: Karen Collins <info@email.actionnetwork.org>

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 3:18 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 - Comment on weatherization rule
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Railroad Commission of Texas , 

We have not recovered from last winters freezing temperature yet and are fully aware of the 

lack of action on making sure it doesn’t happen again. I am writing to comment on the 

proposed rule for 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 (new rule and amendment per SB 3 and HB 

3648).  

This February, Winter Storm Uri caused massive power outages across Texas that led to 

hundreds of deaths and estimated damages of up to $295 billion - making it the costliest 

natural disaster in Texas history. A preliminary assessment by the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission and the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) found that natural 

gas fuel supply issues were the second largest cause of outages and derates at electric 

generators, other than electric generator freezing issues. 

After the 2011 winter power outages, FERC and NERC released a similar report 

recommending winterization strategies for the natural gas supply chain. The RRC did not issue 

any rulemakings to weatherize the natural gas supply chain. Please don’t make the same 

mistakes again. 

The proposed critical infrastructure rulemaking leaves Texans vulnerable to more widespread 

power outages, deaths, and billions in damages. First, the rule draft would allow any operator 

to apply for an exception to “critical infrastructure” designation. The rule does not specify any 

criteria that would allow the railroad to reject an application for an exception. This is extremely 

important, because facilities that are not designated as critical infrastructure will not be 

required to comply with future weatherization rules. 
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Next, the rule seems to apply only to natural gas facilities that are connected to the grid. Many 

natural gas wells are not connected to power from the grid, but are still necessary fuel sources 

for the gas supply chain. Facilities that are not connected to the grid, but are supplying electric 

generators should still be considered critical so that they will be subject to future 

weatherization requirements. 

The proposed rule is also problematic because it allows any natural gas facility to be 

designated as critical, even if it doesn’t supply gas to an electric generator. This could result in 

more Texas residents being left without power when demand exceeds supply because utilities 

will prioritize critical infrastructure. Many utilities were already unable to rotate power outages 

during Winter Storm Uri. The Commission needs to map the natural gas supply chain to 

determine which facilities are actually critical and therefor need to be prioritized. As it stands, 

this rule could result in limited electricity supply being provided to non-critical industry 

improperly designated as critical. 

Finally, Senate Bill 3 presented challenges for the RRC because it requires facilities to be 

prepared to operate in a weather emergency in order to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. However, facilities that aren’t designated as critical will never be required to 

follow the RRC’s weatherization rule. The RRC’s impractical interpretation of SB 3 leaves 

Texans vulnerable. Please consider a phased approach to ensure that all gas facilities that 

supply fuel to electric generators are required to be considered as critical infrastructure and 

are held accountable to future weatherization rules. 

Don’t make critical infrastructure designation and weatherization rules optional. Texans are 

counting on the RRC to ensure grid reliability by finalizing meaningful gas supply chain 

weatherization rules. 

Karen Collins  

kscollins1941@gmail.com  

4811 Sinclair  

Austin, Texas 78756 
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From: Quintaw Wilkinson 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 6:06 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Unacceptable  

This is life threatening!  

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Quintaw Wilkinson 

4719 Bonny Dr 

Wichita Falls, TX 76302 
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From: Rita Clarke 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 6:54 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

I hope the "news" we're hearing - that some STATE AGENCIES ARE NOT "WEATHERIZING" FOR THE COMING WINTER!! - 

even though ordinary Texas citizens are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s 

deadly winter storm blackouts!! A REPEAT?!! COULD THAT BE POSSIBLE?! 

 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

WE - ordinary Texas voters - have learned that the states' gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of 

outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive 

the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Rita Clarke 

14244 Coral Harbour Ct 

Dallas, TX 75234 
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From: Roger Knudson 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 8:10 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

My grandchildren were without heat and running water for 4 days! 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Roger Knudson 

8749 Southwestern Blvd 

Dallas, TX 75206 
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From: Sybil Morgan 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 8:57 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Sybil Morgan 

3426 Buckhaven Dr 

San Antonio, TX 78230 
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From: toni logan 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 9:13 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

toni logan 

5712 Shaw Dr 

Marble Falls, TX 78654 
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From: Mobi Warren 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 9:44 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms. I am one of many who dealt with freezing temperatures in my home and no water for 

several days. 

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Mobi Warren 

1826 Poppy Peak St 

San Antonio, TX 78232 
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From: Lucy Harmon 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 9:53 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Lucy Harmon 

13621 Shannon St 

Lindale, TX 75771 
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From: Scott Lavender 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 10:48 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Scott Lavender 

2524 Westchester Dr 

Arlington, TX 76015 
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From: Kent Roberts 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 9:07 PM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Kent Roberts 

2700 N Brook Dr, Apt 29 

MCKINNEY, TX 75072 
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From: Savannah Dali 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 6:41 PM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Savannah Dali 

6801 Crenshaw Ln 

Denton, TX 76210 
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From: Kathryn Matthys 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 5:58 PM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Kathryn Matthys 

17298 FM 839 S 

Henderson, TX 75654 
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From: Ute Miller 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 4:06 PM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Ute Miller 

6337 Lange Cir 

Dallas, TX 75214 
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From: Leisel Madureira 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 3:20 PM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Leisel Madureira 

12016 Wickline Way 

Austin, TX 78717 
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From: Nancy Moshier 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 3:18 PM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Nancy Moshier 

PO Box 153 

Roma, TX 78584 
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From: Marey Cohen 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 2:38 PM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Marey Cohen 

21623 N Tangle Creek Ln 

Spring, TX 77388 
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From: Samantha De La Torre 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 1:59 PM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Samantha De La Torre 

4603 Hawkhaven Ln 

Austin, TX 78727 
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From: Doris Bailey 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 12:52 PM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Doris Bailey 

229 Bayou Rd 

Lake Jackson, TX 77566 
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From: Emma Goode-DeBlanc 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 12:17 PM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Emma Goode-DeBlanc 

9100 Forest Xing 

Spring, TX 77381 
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From: Louis Marick 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 10:37 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Louis Marick 

913 Apache Mountain Ln 

Georgetown, TX 78633 
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From: Martin Balk 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 10:35 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. HOW MANY MORE TEXANS HAVE TO DIE BECAUSE OF YOUR IGNORANCE???? 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Martin Balk 

178 County Road 2132 

Quitman, TX 75783 
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From: Sandra Brown 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 10:34 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Sandra Brown 

5525 Milford Dr 

Fort Worth, TX 76137 
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From: Matt Myers 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 10:23 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Matt Myers 

51 Rainey St 

Austin, TX 78701 
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From: Scarlett Bacon 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 9:59 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Scarlett Bacon 

3618 Dorchester Dr 

Rowlett, TX 75088 
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From: Michal Everett 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 9:49 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Michal Everett 

7005 Elmwood Ave 

Lubbock, TX 79424 
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From: Cory Kennedy 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 9:38 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Cory Kennedy 

7843 Galaway Bay 

San Antonio, TX 78240 
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From: Marta Kvande 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 9:35 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. It simply doesn't make any sense to allow this. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that 

operators supplying gas to electric generation facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Marta Kvande 

2627 25th St 

Lubbock, TX 79410 
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From: Jean Cameron 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 9:11 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Jean Cameron 

1517 Concord Cir 

College Station, TX 77845 
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From: Jill Robison 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 8:55 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Jill Robison 

11727 Riverview Dr 

Houston, TX 77077 
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From: Pamela Berger 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 8:48 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

I urge you to strengthen and enforce this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and 

millions were left without power. If operators can't make effectual weatherization investments they should be 

permanently excused from doing business in this state. Leadership in this State chatters unendingly about personal 

responsibility and accountability - let's see some from the Rail Road Commission and the people they supposedly 

regulate.  

 

Since its inception the fossil fuel industry as a whole has received billions - many billions - of subsidization dollars from 

the American taxpayers. The death toll due to last February's winter storm is an indictment of an industry which has 

laughed all the way to the bank and lied to Texans. Since neither they - nor folks at the Railroad Commission - seem to 

understand I will spell it out: This is unacceptable and, in my opinion, criminal behavior. What good thing ere these 

supposedly experienced people thinking would happen by making weatherization optional? This is not about 

"unprecedented" weather - it is about lethal failure to assure planned redundancy in a world of climate crisis. Do your 

job or go home.  

 

Sincerely, 

Pamela Berger 

5438 Wigton Dr 

Houston, TX 77004 
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From: James Evans 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 8:23 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

James Evans 

16001 Crystal Hills Dr 

Austin, TX 78737 
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From: Lois Weiss 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 8:15 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Lois Weiss 

7451 FM 957 

Hallettsville, TX 77964 
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From: Lewis Lenzi 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 7:53 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Lewis Lenzi 

6 Crestview Cir 

Rockwall, TX 75087 
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From: Arthur Fellows 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 7:24 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Arthur Fellows 

3912 Glengarry Dr 

Austin, TX 78731 
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From: Mary Schmidt 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 7:13 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Mary Schmidt 

160 Private Road 6730 

Devine, TX 78016 
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From: Rick Provencio 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 5:50 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Rick Provencio 

6213 Cadiz St 

El Paso, TX 79912 
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From: John Servello 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 4:21 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That is according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It is up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

John Servello 

Shady Shores, TX 76208 
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From: Garrett Warren 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 4:18 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Garrett Warren 

Cypress, TX 77433 
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From: William Bache 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 3:08 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

William Bache 

2703 Oak Bluff Street 

San Antonio, TX 78230 
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From: betty Lorraine orwan 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 5:55 PM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

betty Lorraine orwan 

4500 Birchman Ave 

Fort Worth, TX 76107 
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From: Deborah Mckee 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 1:30 PM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Deborah Mckee 

5326 Devon Green Drive 

Katy, TX 77449 
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From: Gail Madison 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 11:07 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

No repeat of last February. 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Gail Madison 

3410 92nd Street 

Lubbock, TX 79423 
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From: Terrie Williams 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 11:01 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Terrie Williams 

850 Laura Lane 

Vidor, TX 77662 
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From: Jana Harter 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 4:25 PM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. If you cannot prevent such an event from happening again, then why even have the Railroad 

Commission? 

 

Sincerely, 

Jana Harter 

Canyon Lake Hills 

Canyon Lake, TX 78133 
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From: Hector Alejandro 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 3:54 PM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Hector Alejandro 

Killeen, TX 76542 
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From: Marie Karpinsky 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 3:24 PM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Marie Karpinsky 

7519 Stamen Drive 

Houston, TX 77041 
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From: Alyssa Dadoly 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 3:04 PM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Alyssa Dadoly 

Austin, TX 78745 
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From: Alyssa Dadoly 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 3:04 PM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Alyssa Dadoly 

Austin, TX 78745 
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From: Phil Shephard 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 3:01 PM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Phil Shephard 

3301 Broken Spoke Trl 

Georgetown, TX 78628 
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From: Carol Creech 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 2:36 PM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

As a former Biology professor, I can assure you that Texas weather is only going to get more and more wildly erratic! We 

are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. State 

lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Carol Creech 

8013 Creek View Dr 

North Richland Hills, TX 76180 
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From: Rainbow Di Benedetto 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 2:30 PM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Rainbow Di Benedetto 

7708 Waldon Dr 

Austin, TX 78750 
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From: Lillian Rodriguez 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 2:24 PM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Lillian Rodriguez 

Driftwood, TX 78619 
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From: John Hill 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 2:19 PM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

John Hill 

230 Dawnview Ln 

San Antonio, TX 78213 
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From: Zeoma Olszewski 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 1:07 PM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

My own daughter, who manages one of Texas' state parks, was left without heat or power for five days. We have many 

Texas friends who suffered, and we are aware of many deaths. This was a shameful situation that could easily occur 

again.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Zeoma Olszewski 

9526 Roanoke Dr 

El Paso, TX 79924 
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From: Barry Dalfino 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 12:14 PM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Barry Dalfino 

6200 Ten Mile Bridge Rd 

Fort Worth, TX 75135 
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From: Carole Sparks 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 12:11 PM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Carole Sparks 

1718 N. Frances Street 

Terrell, TX 75160 
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From: Raleigh Brecht 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 11:14 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Raleigh Brecht 

1705 Iroquois Dr. 

Garland, TX 75043 
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From: Kurt Steinman 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 10:59 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Kurt Steinman 

1221 Oak Tree Dr 

Denton, TX 76209 
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From: Katie Simpson 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 10:58 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Katie Simpson 

1415B Tennis Drive 

Bedford, TX 76022 
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From: Barbara Benigno 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 10:31 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Benigno 

916 Magnolia St 

Lake Jackson, TX 77566 
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From: adelle wiesinger 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 10:11 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

adelle wiesinger 

Garland, TX 75044 
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From: adelle wiesinger 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 10:11 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

adelle wiesinger 

Garland, TX 75044 
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From: Paula Brennecke 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 10:03 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are COUNTING ON YOU to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm 

blackouts. State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was 

weatherized to function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Paula Brennecke 

540 COUNTY ROAD 2521 

BONHAM, TX 75418 
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From: Michael Bergman 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 9:59 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Michael Bergman 

606 W 32nd St 

Austin, TX 78705 
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From: Kenneth Williams 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 9:57 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Kenneth Williams 

7406 Dartmouth Dr 

Rowlett, TX 75089 
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From: Patricia Bocanegra 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 9:47 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Patricia Bocanegra 

216 County Road 6814 

Natalia, TX 78059 
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From: Mohammed Ra 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 9:10 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Mohammed Ra 

Houston, TX 77098 
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From: Mohammed Ra 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 9:10 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Mohammed Ra 

Houston, TX 77098 
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From: Thomas Carter 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 9:03 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. It's the right thing to do! 

 

Sincerely, 

Thomas Carter 

5100 John D Ryan Blvd 

San Antonio, TX 78245 
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From: Jay Gerring 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 8:54 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

I really don't want to be without power for multiple days and risk frozen pipes in my home again this winter. Texans are 

counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. State 

lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Jay Gerring 

1601 Faro Dr 

Austin, TX 78741 
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From: Tom Lee 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 8:27 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Tom Lee 

Department of Biology, ACU Box 27868, Abilene Christian University 

Abilene, TX 79699 
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From: Susan Smith 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 8:12 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Susan Smith 

215 Canyon Dr 

San Antonio, TX 78209 
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From: Nada Chandler 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 8:10 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Nada Chandler 

3838 N Braeswood Blvd 

Houston, TX 77025 
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From: alba zurita 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 8:06 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

alba zurita 

4106 San Augustine Ave 

Pasadena, TX 77503 
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From: DON LANDRY 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 8:04 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

DON LANDRY 

8914 DAYTONIA AVENUE 

DALLAS, TX 75218 
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From: Asad Rahbar 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 8:00 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Asad Rahbar 

5506 Meadow Crst 

Austin, TX 78744 
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From: Jeannie Walker 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 7:57 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Jeannie Walker 

356 Higley Cir 

Horizon City, TX 79928 
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From: Bill Morgenstern 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 7:45 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Bill Morgenstern 

59 Wildwood Ln 

Kerrville, TX 78028 
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From: E. C. Marullo 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 7:45 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

E. C. Marullo 

Fort Worth, TX 76110 
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From: E. C. Marullo 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 7:45 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

E. C. Marullo 

Fort Worth, TX 76110 
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From: Diane Black 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 7:39 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Diane Black 

12850 Whittington Dr 

Houston, TX 77077 
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From: Carrie Schweitzer 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 7:37 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Carrie Schweitzer 

5639 East Side Ave 

Dallas, TX 75214 
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From: Jennings Stone 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 7:34 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Jennings Stone 

7601 Teresa Ct 

North Richland Hills, TX 76182 
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From: John M. Webb 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 7:30 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

John M. Webb 

PO Box 1628 

Austin, TX 78767 
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From: James and Tracy Sellers 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 7:06 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

We are trusting that you are following through with plans to protect the energy grid. Texans are counting on you to help 

ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. State lawmakers asked the Railroad 

Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds of Texans died and millions were 

left without power. 

Respectfully, 

James and Tracy Sellers 

Rowlett, Texas 

 

Sincerely, 

James and Tracy Sellers 

PO Box 556 

Rowlett, TX 75030 
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From: Nancy Philliips 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 6:51 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Nancy Philliips 

100 Klein Ct 

Georgetown, TX 78626 
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From: Virginia Corliss 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 6:17 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Virginia Corliss 

7021 Premont Dr 

Corpus Christi, TX 78414 
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From: Kodie Nagy-Montgomery 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 6:13 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Kodie Nagy-Montgomery 

7600 Rockpoint Drive 

Austin, TX 78731 
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From: Janet Delaney 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 5:47 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Janet Delaney 

5406 Western Hills Dr 

Austin, TX 78731 
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From: Michael Solis 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 5:14 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Michael Solis 

2150 Santa Cruz Ln 

League City, TX 77573 
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From: Claudia Richner 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 5:10 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Claudia Richner 

2864 Rock Barn Dr 

Kerrville, TX 78028 
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From: Willi Gravelle 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 5:05 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Willi Gravelle 

14439 NW Military Hwy Ste 108-138 

Shavano Park, TX 78231 
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From: Margaret Schulenberg 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 5:05 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Margaret Schulenberg 

300 Pecan Ln 

Round Rock, TX 78664 
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From: chris beal 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 4:05 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

chris beal 

The Old Post Office 

Laredo, TX 78040 
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From: Harold Albers 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 1:32 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Harold Albers 

PO Box 99 

Art, TX 76820 
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From: April Boardman 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 1:11 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

April Boardman 

Austin, TX 78717 
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From: Della Fernandez 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 1:07 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Della Fernandez 

1304 Mariposa Dr 

Austin, TX 78704 
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From: Gurvinder Gill 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 12:48 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Gurvinder Gill 

1117 Arbor Gate Dr 

Garland, TX 75048 
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From: Thomas Mora 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 12:44 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Thomas Mora 

403 Buttercup Creek Blvd 

Cedar Park, TX 78613 
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From: Robert Beverly 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 12:38 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Robert Beverly 

PO Box 1198 

Orange, TX 77630 
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From: Fabiola Meza 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 12:35 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Fabiola Meza 

509 Tepic 

El Paso, TX 79912 
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From: Jan & Gene Parham 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 12:13 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Jan & Gene Parham 

1909 Fairway Crossing Rd 

Wylie, TX 75098 
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From: Mary McCauley 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 7:37 PM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Mary McCauley 

505 Honeydale Rd Trlr 66 

Brownsville, TX 78520 
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From: Anne Miller 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 7:43 PM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Anne Miller 

4404 Bellvue Ave 

Austin, TX 78756 
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From: Dennis Han 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 7:58 PM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Dennis Han 

506 Saginaw Ct 

Allen, TX 75013 
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From: Cindy Fountain 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 8:49 PM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Cindy Fountain 

Cleburne, TX 76033 
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From: Rowena Montgomery 

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 2:51 AM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comment on Proposed Critical Infrastructure Rule

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk  

Dear Railroad Commission of Texas rulemaking, 

 

Texans are counting on you to help ensure that we don’t have a repeat of last February’s deadly winter storm blackouts. 

State lawmakers asked the Railroad Commission to make rules to ensure that the gas supply chain was weatherized to 

function during future storms.  

 

Gas fuel supply problems were the second largest cause of outages, after frozen electric generators. That’s according to 

a recent report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC report recommended steps to ensure 

that our natural gas supply is weatherized to survive the next storm. It’s up to you to pass strong rules to make that 

happen. 

 

This current rule proposal allows any operator to simply opt out of weatherizing, even if they normally supply gas to 

electric generators. The Railroad Commission must act to ensure that operators supplying gas to electric generation 

facilities are weatherized.  

 

The proposed rule also encourages operators who aren’t supplying gas to electric generators to be designated as critical 

infrastructure. If electricity shortages and rolling power outages are required to keep the grid stable, facilities that are 

unnecessarily designated as critical infrastructure could actually cause more Texans to go without power.  

 

Please strengthen this rule to avoid a repeat of last winter’s tragedy, in which hundreds died and millions were left 

without power. 

 

Sincerely, 

Rowena Montgomery 

3707 Hialeah Dr 

Arlington, TX 76017 
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From: kculbert@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Katherine Culbert 

<kculbert@everyactioncustom.com>

Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 12:45 PM

To: Rules Coordinator

Subject: Comments on 16 TAC §3.65 and §3.107 (New rule and amendment per SB 3 and HB 

3648)

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Railroad Commission of Texas. Do NOT click links or open 

attachments from unknown sources without first confirming the message is legitimate. If you believe this to be a 

malicious and/or phishing email, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 512-463-7229. Do not respond to or forward the 

email, click on any links or open any attachments without guidance from the Help Desk 

 

Dear Texas Railroad Commission, 

 

After last winter's storms, the Texas legislature required  the Railroad Commission and the PUC to assure that the gas 

wells, pipelines and generating plants were winterized so that we don't face another big blackout.   A recent FERC 

investigation noted that gas fuel supply issues were the second largest cause of outages, other than electric generator 

freezing issues. It’s critical that all the gas wells, pipelines, and parts of the gas supply chain are prepared to operate in 

winter storms. 

 

This is serious. Hundreds of people died as a result of power outages in February, and the disaster cost Texans hundreds 

of billions of dollars in damages. We are counting on the railroad commission to provide strong rules and strict oversight 

to make sure this doesn’t happen again. 

 

One of the key failures identified after the storm was that the gas compressors had failed to identify themselves as 

critical infrastructure that should not be turned off in a rolling blackout  by  the electric utilities that serve them. The 

RRCs current proposed rule language allows any operator to opt-out of "critical infrastructure" designation. Any 

operator that opts out will not be required to weatherize. I want to see all operators that supply gas to electric 

generation facilities classified as critical infrastructure. 

 

The proposed rule also only applies to gas facilities that receive power from the grid. Many gas wells are not connected 

to the grid but are still an important part of the fuel supply chain. All gas facilities that supply electric generators need to 

be weatherized. 

 

Sincerely, 

Katherine Culbert 

915 Franklin St Unit 4N Houston, TX 77002-1736 kculbert@commissionshift.org 












